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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
Parents and educators have shown deep concern over 
the effects of commercial television on young viewers since 
its advent throughout most of this country in 1950. Much 
of the criticism television originally received was not 
well founded. Research has dispelled some of the fears, 
and much has merely subsided through time. Yet those 
persons vitally concerned recognize that television in 
itself is neither beneficial not detrimental, but has the 
potential of being either or both depending upon how it is 
used. It becomes essential that this medium be properly 
assessed in order to help children live with it and use it 
as a tool and potential influence for better living. 
Television, available to most every child in this 
country, holds a tremendous fascination for its youthful 
viewers. When unrestricted, they tend to take it uncriti­
cally and in great quantities. Parents and teachers have 
an obligation to concern themselves with what is going on 
in television, how it is being used, and how children are 
reacting to it. With increased knowledge of the effects 
television has on children, it becomes easier to find the 
proper place for this medium in children' s lives so that 
it can make a positive contribution and not dominate their 
time and thoughts. 
I. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
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Statement of purpose. It was the purpose of this 
study to determine ( 1 )  how much time a sample of seventh 
and eighth grade students spend viewing television; ( 2 )  how 
this time compares with the amount of time they spend at 
all other activities; ( 3 )  what television programs are 
their favorites; ( 4) how much guidance they receive in 
their television viewing; ( 5) the relationship of church 
attendance to the quality of programs viewed; (6) the role 
of living in the city or the country as related to the 
amount of viewing; and, finally, ( 7 )  if there are signifi­
cant relationships between the amount and quality of tele­
vision viewing and such factors as adjustment, intelligence, 
academic achievement, and guidance in television viewing. 
Hypotheses to be tested. A more clearly defined 
manner of stating the purpose of this study is to do so in 
the form of specific statements or hypotheses to be tested. 
The first four hypotheses have been stated in positive 
form. The validity of these statements required testing 
on the basis of data gathered in this study. 
Hypotheses: 
1. Chi ldren not restric ted in to tal amount of 
television ( TV) vi ewing t end to watch it excessively . 
2. Exc essive vi ewing oc cupi es a di sproportionate 
amount of chi ldren ' s  t ime; so much that t hey are unab le 
to achi eve a s atisfactory balance of activi ties necessary 
for proper health and for satisfact ory social and mental 
adjustment . 
3 .  Chi ldren living i n  t he city spend a great er 
amount of time vi ewing t elevi s ion than do chi ldren living 
in the c ountry . 
4. Chi ldren who att end church and Sunday s cho ol 
every week are less apt to  wat ch programs featuring vio ­
lence than ar e those  who do no t at tend churc h and Sunday 
school every week . 
The last five hypotheses to b e  tes t ed are expressed 
in the form of null hypotheses . The t est o f  the null 
hypothesis det ermines if a significant relationship exi sts 
between the two variable s . Rej ecting the null hypo thes i s  
i s  the same a s  saying that a significant relat ionship 
exists without implication as to why . If t he nul l hypo­
th esis can be rej ected, i t  is po ssible to det ermine the 
level of confidence of this rej ection, i . e . ,  t he amount 
of confidence one c an plac e in the relationship .  If the 
3 
null hypothesis cannot b e  r ejected, no signifi cant rela­
ti onship exi sts b etween variables. 
Null hypothe ses : 
la There is no signi fi cant relati onship b etwe en 
total time spent vi ewing televi sion and adjustment as 
judged by teachers. 
2 .  There i s  no signi ficant relationshi p between 
total time spent vi ewing televi sion and academi c achi eve­
ment . 
3. There is no signifi cant relati onship between 
total time spent vi ewing televi sion and intelligence .  
4 .  There is  no signifi cant relationshi p b etween 
the numb er of vi olenc e  programs li sted as favorite pro­
grams and psycho logi cal adjustment as judged by teachers. 
5 .  There i s  no signifi cant relati onshi p between 
the numb er of violence programs li sted as favorite pro­
grams and the amount of gui dance received in the choice 
of programs . 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
4 
Conunercial tel evisi on. Throughout thi s investiga­
tion, "commercial televi s ion " was interpr eted as any and 
all pres entations appearing on open circuit tel evision, 
sponsored financially by a commercial company , corporation , 
or agency. Such programs may be viewed without cost or 
restriction. This includes sponsored presentations origi­
nating from the local transmitting station as well as 
programs made available through nation-wide television 
networks. 
Television viewing. In this study "television 
viewing" or "viewing" means the act of watching the visual 
image while listening to the audio portion of a telecast 
presentation reproduced by a television set. Viewing need 
not be the only activity the viewer is engaged in, pro­
vided the other activity does not prevent the viewer from 
following the audio and visual portions of the television 
presentation. 
Excessive viewing. For the purposes of this study 
"excessive viewing" was interpreted as an amount of time 
spent in viewing television that precluded or prevented 
the student from engaging in a balance of activities. A 
well balanced schedule of activities would provide time 
for activities essential for proper physical development 
as well as satisfactory psychological and social adjust­
ment. Such activities would not be the same for all 
children nor would the total time devoted to them be the 
same in all cases; however, it would not be possible to 
devote sufficient time to these essential activities if 
5 
more than four hours a day were spent viewing television. 
Excessive viewing, therefore, has been considered as any 
amount of viewing time in excess of four hours a day or 
twenty-eight hours a week. 
6 
Violence programs. Throughout the investigation 
all Western dramas (Westerns ) and all suspense dramas 
(mysteries ) presented on television were considered to be 
"violence programs . "  Programs having violence, aggression, 
or horror as main ingredients are also often presented in 
other types such as dramatic shows, adventure shows, or 
television movies, but these also include many non-violent 
programs. With these program types it would be necessary 
to assess each presentation to determine if it were of a 
violent nature, but in Westerns and mysteries only very 
rare exceptions do not feature violence. 
Viewing guidance. "Viewing guidance" was inter­
preted as a two phase process involving control and direc­
tion in children's television viewing. For the purpose of 
this study, any restriction in amount of viewing and any 
effort to influence selection of programs was considered 
to be viewing guidance, regardless of whether the influence 
were authoritarian or democratic. 
7 
Vi ewing traits . Thi s term was interpreted as mean­
ing the vi ewer ' s  usual tel evision vi ewing habits and cus­
toms . Vi ewing traits might include hi s general mann er of 
vi ewing, i . e . ,  planned or unplanned; th e basi s for his 
program choices; and hi s wi llingness to di scontinue vi ewing 
when he di dn ' t  care for any of the pres entations offered. 
III . IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
A television s et occupi es a plac e of prominenc e in 
most homes in the Chehali s, Washington area, and is vi ewed 
regularly by most adults and chi l dren within thes e homes. 
The s eventh and eighth grade students repres ent only a 
portion of these vi ewers, but a very impo rtant po rtion . 
Patterns of behavi or and standards of ethic s  and morality 
establi shed in chi ldhoo d  are being questioned; new values 
are being developed. At thi s age they seem to turn less 
and less to their parents for advi ce and couns el, and in­
stead look more to the example of their peers and other 
sources outside the home . One of these sour c es of inf lu­
ence i s  televi sion, whi ch occupi es a definite portion of 
mo st adolescents ' time . The nature of commercial televi­
sion ' s  influenc e on its youthful audi enc e i s  sti ll not 
completely understood, despite considerable res earch 
already performed. 
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Perhaps complete understanding of a problem of this 
magnitude, with so many related factors, can never be 
accomplished. But investigation on all levels, in a vari­
ety of research settings will undoubtedly produce more 
factual knowledge regarding the problem. Increased under­
standing and insight resulting from an analysis of these 
facts should assist teachers and parents in providing chil­
dren with effective guidance and direction in television 
viewing. 
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study is primarily based on data gathered with 
a questionnaire administered to a sample of young ad.oles­
cents, the seventh and eighth graders of Chehalis, Washing­
ton. The questionnaire, discussed in detail in Chapter III, 
has certain recognized weaknesses. First, it must be 
recognized that the students personally supplied all the 
data necessary to complete the questionnaire. They placed 
their names on them and thus identified themselves with the 
information provided. It seems natural to the author, 
therefore, to expect some of them to be a little too 
"discreet0 and "conservative" in their answers to avoid 
possibly placing themselves in position for criticism. 
The author' s personal knowled.ge of most of the students, 
however, leads him to believe that the group as a whole 
completed the questionnaire as accurately and honestly as 
could be expected under the circumstances. 
9 
Second, the author recognizes that the data contained 
in the weekly schedule is subject to error for several rea­
sons. Accomplishing this part of the questionnaire proved 
to be too difficult, arithmetically, for some of the stu­
dents. Also, completing it accurately required a good deal 
of work and considerable time. There is reason to believe 
that a few students sacrificed accuracy in completing the 
schedule hastily and without care. This was too difficult 
a task for the slower students. Though willing to complete 
it properly, they lacked the arithmetic skill and concen­
tration in abstract thought to fill out the schedule 
properly. 
III and IV. 
some error. 
This does not invalidate the results of Section 
It indicates only that the data is subject to 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A great deal of wri ting on the subj ect of televi- . 
sion's effect on children has appeared in various types of 
materials in the past t en years . In fact , the amount i s  
so great and the sub j ec t  so broad that only the s el ections 
dealing with the effects of television vi ewing on j unior 
high age children will be considered here. However , a 
study of the effects of television viewing would have no 
logical beginning wi thout a background of basic facts about 
the availability of the medium and about children ' s  viewing 
habi ts . Such a s tudy would also b e  incomplete  without a 
guide to future act ion .  Therefore , this review consists 
of three major parts : {l) a background of children's 
viewing habits , {2) the effects this viewing has on chil­
dren , and {3 ) some contemporary ideas for increasing 
favorable effects of this  mediwn. 
I .  BACKGROUND OF VIEWING HABITS 
Television in America dat es back as far as 1931 , 
when practical broadcasting and receiving sets first 
became available . Conunercial TV was displayed at the 1939 
World's Fair . But for industry , modern television began 
in 1949 , when conunercial sponsorship started in volwne and 
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three million sets were sold. Others date the r eal b egin­
ning from 1952, when the Federal Communications Commission 
lifted a three year "freeze" on new broadcasting permi t s . 
In 1955 a total of 441 stations beamed programs to a 
potential 95 per c ent of the population. In 1955 thirty­
three million homes had TV , and this number is  expected 
to increase to 55 mi llion by 1965 ( 21 : 76 ) . 
As an indication of the increase of TV ownership , 
Carl Witty's studi es of children in the areas of  Evanston, 
I llinois , Chicago, and Kenosha County, Wisconsin , indi cate 
that in 1950, 43 per cent of  the children had TV s ets in 
their homes and in 1957 thi s percentage had risen to 
97 per cent . Some chi ldren report two s ets in their home ; 
a few have three, including color ( 29 : 287 ) .  
A measure of the availability of  t elevision i s  
reported i n  the March 16, 1959, i ssue o f  Broadcasting, the 
TV industry ' s  trade magazine, which report ed that 44 mil­
lion, 86 per c ent of this country ' s  homes, have TV (22 : 116 ) .  
There is  considerable disagreement about many 
aspects of children ' s  televis ion vi ewing. However, most 
writers now can agree on at least two points : ( 1 )  t elevi­
sion is  tremendously fascinating to most chi ldren, and 
( 2) television is here to stay .  
12 
Amount of viewing . All studies do not agree on the 
amount of  t ime chi ldren spend with televis ion . In 1950 
many believed TV would be a passing fancy, but recent 
studies show children now spend almost as much t ime with 
TV as when it  first moved into their homes . In 1950, 
elementary pupils spent 21 hours a week televiewing ; in 
1955, 23 hours; in 1957, about 22 hours . The average for 
high school pupils was 14 hours in 1955 and 12 hours in 
1957 ( 29 : 287) 0 
In a 1951 study in Ann Arbor , Battin found that 
sixth , seventh, and eighth grade s tudents watched TV more 
than any o ther group , with between 22 and 26 hours spent 
viewing each week ( 2 : 18) . Johnson confirmed this number 
in stating that if  allowed to do so , children between the 
ages of 7 and 13 view 20-30 hours a week ( 15 : 365) . In an 
attempt to explain excessive viewing , Josette Frank has 
s tated that an over-wnount of viewing for some chi ldren 
i s  escape from monotony of the dai ly routine , for o thers 
i t  may be a substitute for action or adventure lacking in 
their lives ; and sti ll others j ust can ' t  think of anything 
else to do ( 9 : 3-4) . 
The fact  that TV occupies a great deal of our time 
is  shown in the following report from the March 10, 1956 , 
i ssue of  Business Week: 
Last year in homes wit h  television sets -- three 
quarters of  all the families in the country -- more 
total time was s pent watching t elevision than in any 
o ther single activi ty except sleep (21 : 7 6). 
Pattern of viewing . Studi es show that a general 
pattern of viewing i s  established by children o f  various 
age groups . Chi l dren of all ages , Battin reported , t end 
to watch mos t  programs in conj unction with o ther members 
of the family . The same study indicated that the s ixth , 
seventh, and eighth graders ' pattern involves heaviest 
vi ewing on weekends . Pupils indicated that they wer e  
permitted to stay u p  lat er f o r  TV o n  Friday night ( 2 : 18) . 
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Although chi ldren spend somewhat different amounts 
of t ime wi th TV at various age l evels , thes e  differences 
are small in comparison to changes that take place in their 
program preferences . These changes are mos t  vivid.ly shown 
in the reasons children of diff erent ages give for program 
preferences . Battin found that chi l dren in grades four to 
six want shows filled with action . At grades s even t o  nine 
they prefer variety and suspense .  In high s chool they 
stress the informational aspect of the program and are 
aware of  qualities of  writing and production ( 2 : 7). 
A study cited by Bogart indi cated that very little 
difference exists in the program preferences of teenagers 
coming from different socio-economic levels. 
This suggests that television-vi ewing is  so deeply 
embedded in the group culture of the pres ent-day 
teenager that it can create a high uni formity of 
preferences and interests quite apart from the tra­
ditional influenc e of the family and its particular 
po sition in society ( 3:257 ) .  
14 
Cho ice of ;erograms . Teenagers list "interest" and 
entertainment as the prime factors in determining the 
attractiveness of a program ( 2:7 ) .  However , Lawrenc e Laur ent 
feels that the vi ewer has little real choice in the type of 
program because the networks g enerally off er the same basic 
fare at any g iven tim e .  One c an  only choose i n  quality of 
production and personality of performers; the program type 
is generally the same on all stations ( 16:158 ) .  
Chi ldr en ' s  favorite programs often change markedly 
within a short time , but many of the old favorites rank 
near the top year after year . In 1950 Ho;ealong Cas sidy ,  
Howdy Doody , and Mi lton Berle were all high in po pularity 
with school chi ldren . In 1952 ! Love Lucy took over top 
spot and continued there until 1955 when Di sneyland 
replac ed it as the favori te . In 1957 Disneyland was sti ll 
ranked first , with Mickey Mous e Club s econd and I Love Lucy 
third ( 29:187 ) .  
Chi ldren in their ear ly teens were the youngest age 
group showing an inter est in news programs . Also , they 
expressed a desire to see a greater numb er of programs on 
televi s ion devoted to ( 1 )  stories of great men , ( 2 )  stories 
of scienc e , ( 3 )  great moments in history , and ( 4 )  lives 
and work of great artists ( 2 : 18 ) . 
Johnson reports that in 1958 , 41 per c ent of all 
children ' s  viewing was compo sed of mystery and crime pro­
grams . One reason for the viewing of  such a large number 
of violence programs might be the great frequency with 
which they appear in TV programming ( 15 : 365 ) . 
15 
In October , 1958 , Newsweek indicat ed a trend in TV 
programming toward more violence programs . Of 31 new pro­
grams added in 1958 , half featured violence . Twenty-four 
hours a week during the s elect vi ewing hours , from 7 : 30 to 
10 : 00 p . m. , were devoted to violence programs . N ewsweek ' s  
TV and radio editor t erms this " danger in numb ers" ( 5 : 55 ) . 
The March 30 , 1959 , is sue of Time recorded the full 
impact of Westerns on the t elevi sion scene . "Adult West­
erns " had practi cally taken over the nation's cho i c e  of 
top t en programs . The Ni elson rating agency report ed the 
latest top t en in this order : Gunsmoke , Wagon Train , 
� Gun , Will Travel , The Rifleman , Maverick , Wyatt Earp , 
Zane Grey Theater , Wanted Dead £!:. Alive , followed by two 
non-Westerns , Lucy-!l!.!! and Danny Thomas . In explaining 
the popularity of Westerns , American Broadcasting Company 
Program Director Thomas W .  Moore stat ed ,  "The western i s  
just the neatest and quickest type of escape entertainment , 
that's all. " Others think "the western helps people to 
16 
get away from the complexit i es of modern life and back to 
the • restful absolut es ' of the past . "  The article ends 
with the following platitude : " In i ts ( the Western ' s ) 
finest expressions , i t  i s  an allegory of freedom , a memory 
and a vis ion of the deepest meaning o f  America . "  Regard­
less o f  the reason for their popularity , the " adult West­
erns" are also highly favored by teenagers as well  as 
younger children (25 : 36-60 ) . 
The chi ef parental complaints of televisi on conc ern 
violence and crime programs. Despite this criticism ,  the 
number of violence and crime programs offered on t elevision 
seem to b e  increasing . A study in Los Angeles i ndicat ed 
that such programs off ered in 1953 were four times as 
prevalent as in 1951 . The National Association for Better 
Radio and Televis ion found 40 per c ent of the chi ldren's 
programs "obj ectionable "  ( 14 : 82 ) .  
Shayon believes that teenagers actually reali ze the 
shortcomings of television and yet watch it avidly . He 
reports ,  "They may be repelled , a ppalled , offended -- but 
they are fascinated" ( 19 : 23 ) . 
Viewing gui dance. Studies indicate  that the gui d­
ance in viewing rec eived by children varies greatly , not 
only in amount but also in kind. 
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From Freda Koch ' s  1952 survey of twelve schools in 
the area of Columbus , Ohio , it appears that parental c ontrol 
over chi ldren ' s  TV viewing is drastically reduced after the 
chi ld fini shes grade s choo l . She also reported that 13 per 
cent of the children in grades four through eight were 
always permi tted to choose the programs they wanted to 
watch , 76 per cent were sometimes allowed to choose the 
program they wanted to watch , 6 1  per cent reported that 
their parents had rules on watching , and 47 per cent re­
ported that they disagreed wi th parents on some programs 
( 3 : 262) . 
It further appears that parents primarily s et rules 
on the amount of viewing rather than on content . Of the 
chi ldren reporting gui dance in viewing , only one-fourth 
of the grade-school  chi ldren and almost none at the high 
s choo l  level said parents restrict the choice of programs 
( 3 : 263) . 
A survey of Better Homes and Gardens readers revealed 
that where conflict over the choice of program occurred 
between parent and child , one-third o f  the parents reported 
they "usually kept the upper hand" but 10 per cent sai d  
the children usually had their way ( 3 : 26 1 ) . 
Erna Christensen asserts that chi ldren ' s  TV viewing 
habits are determined by a complex pattern of  factors and 
that the pattern i s  different for each chi l d .  Factors 
included are age, sex, amount and kind of programming 
available, length of time of set ownership, parental con­
trol, and competing interests and activities (4:2). 
Not saying that television doesn't have faults, 
Inglis nevertheless feels that most of the ill effects of 
television cannot be blamed on the medium itself; rather, 
the responsibility for guidance lies with the parents. 
They must take an interest in their children's viewing 
and actively supervise it (14:80) . 
II. EFFECTS OF TELEVISION VIEWING 
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Bogart considers the effects of television as two 
separate problems. First is the question of whether tele­
vision's illustrations of the techniques of crime actually 
incites children to commit acts of violence. The second 
problem, more extensive than the first, concerns the over­
all effects of television in the every day values, beliefs, 
and behavior of children in the mass (3:788) . Literature 
dealing with the over-all effects of television will be 
considered first, then television's effects on crime will 
be reviewed. 
In iVi tty's first studies, parents reported that as 
a result of television viewing, children's vision was 
suffering, they slept less, played less, and were more 
nervous and disturbed. The latest studies still contain 
such complaints ,  but i t  is  significant that even with 
greater number of chi ldren viewing t elevision , fewer and 
fewer parents now voice  these complaints (29:3 ) . 
Eyesight and health . The National Soci ety for the 
Prevention of Blindness has stated that the eyes are not 
usually adversely affected in television vi ewing if  rules 
for proper s eat ing , clear focusing of the set , and proper 
lighting of the room are observed.  Parents often ins i st 
that television viewing b e  varied with other activi t i es 
to prevent long continuous p eriod.s of vi ewing ( 29 : 288 ) .  
I t  is  recommended that the chi ld sit at l east s ix feet 
away from the small screen and t en feet away from the 
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large screen ; he should watch from the front rather than 
from the side; provide a soft light at night , some d.istance 
from the s et , and avoid long hours of continuous viewing 
( 27 : 24 ) . 
Television ' s  effect on the over-all health of chil­
dren is not extensively discussed in the literature . Witty 
does report , however , that some parents and teachers b eli eve 
that excessive vi ewing may divert the child from part ici­
pation in recreational activi ties (2:14 ).  Bogart was in 
agreement with thi s criticism .  Further , he cited a study 
whi ch revealed that although three out of  four parents 
felt there was no c hang e , sinc e TV , in the kinds of games 
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played, one-half of all parents thought TV had decreased 
the amollllt of exerci se chi l dren engaged in. Only a few 
parents reported that TV made their chi l dren mo re tired 
by the end of the day . One-thi rd of the parents f elt that 
television delayed the bedtime of chi ldren ( 3:265 ) .  
The Fo\llldation for Character Educati on expres s es 
the vi ew that TV do es not damage eyesight and has no 
measurable effect upon performance in school ( 9:17 ) .  
Achievement in schoo l .  Excess ive vi ewing, according 
to Witty, "s eemed to be asso ciated with lower academi c 
achi evement . "  He compared the viewing time of the chi ldren 
in his study to their rating on standard educational tests. 
The average time devoted to TV in the upper fourth of the 
group was 21 hours per week, whi le the average of the 
lower fourth was 26 hours . Even though tel evision did not 
appear to greatly influenc e the achievement of the group 
as a whol e, indivi duals were apparently affected adversely .  
On the other hand, other c hildren may have b e en led to do 
better work in schoo l becaus e of TV ( 28:14 ) .  Children 
personally reported to Witty that they learned much about 
sci enc e, and the lands and cultures of other peoples from 
TV ( 29:288 ) . 
Battin ' s  study revealed that TV helps chi ldren most 
with schoo l  studies in civi cs, current events, history, and 
English ( 2 : 18 ) . Frank reports that l earning from TV may 
be "incidental" to actual c lass work , yet very important 
( 9 : 6 ) .  
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Children admit they can't study with television on ; 
therefore ,  if time i s  not provi ded exclusively for study , 
grades may suffer ( 9 : 7 ) . Witty tested the statisti cal 
relationship of tel eviewing to achievement and intelli­
gence .  Correlations between IQ's and TV viewing were 
insignificant in this s tudy of  children in grades one 
through six .  Also , there was very little correlation 
between educational test result s and amount of viewing ; 
however , there was some indication that excessive t ele­
vi ewing was associated with lower achi evement . Due to the 
great number of o ther influencing factors , a case study 
of each child  would b e  required in order to accurately 
predict the effect of TV on schoo l  achi evement ( 28 : 12) . 
Clara Evans reported that vi ewing weekly children ' s  
t elevision programs had a noticeabl e  effect on the voc ab­
ulary of kindergart en chi l dren . The effect might b e  good 
or bad, depending on the quali ty of the programs. She 
concluded that when properly guided , television could be­
come an important e ducati onal tool ( 7 : 542 ) .  A s tudy of 
1 , 500 sixth graders indi cat ed that twenty hours of vi ewing 
a week was not detrimental to r eading or to academic 
achievement ( 29 : 288 ) . 
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Reading .  Many parents and teachers continue to 
hol d  that children read less now becaus e their time i s  
monopolized by televisi on; however, these complaints have 
decreased . In 1 957 , about 50 per c ent of the pupi ls 
reported reading less than before TV; and 50 per c ent 
reported more. It i s  cl ear that the average amount of 
reading has not been altered appreciably. The fact that 
some chi ldren read l ess, however, i s  a real problem to 
parents and teachers . Yet they should also recognize that 
many chi ldren are reading more wi dely to day than ever 
before ( 29:288 ) .  
Of the many surveys made regarding TV ' s  effect on 
reading, few are considered "definitive ." Most of th em, 
however, agree on thi s  point: reading declines when a s et 
enters the home, then gradually increas es, but never regains 
its pre-television level; only "long habituated readers get 
back nearly to that l evel " ( 6:348 ) .  
Results from Battin ' s  study do not entirely agre e  
with thi s. He found that junior high ag e chi ldren read 
about three books a week and spend one to two hours a week 
with magazines, the s ame amo unt as before TV ( 2:18 ) .  
Witty and Bricker feel that studi es so far have not 
proved that TV viewing has reduc ed reading . Excessive vi ew­
ing do es take time that children could spend in reading 
books, but there is no way to know if they actually w ould 
spend that time reading {27:25-26). 
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Family 
!if!· 
The sixth, seventh, and eighth graders 
in Battin's study reported that since television had entered 
their homes, they had. "continued their family activities as 
before" {2:18}, but Bogart refers to a survey in which 
three out of five families reported conflict over viewing 
if the ages of the children differed five years or more. 
Further, Bogart states that television becomes a 
bone of contention between parents and children when they 
want to watch different programs at the same time and also 
when parents attempt to enforce restrictions on viewing. 
He specifically states, "Parental discipline has two as­
pects: {l) control over times in which viewing is to be 
done, and (2) control over the selection of ind.ividual 
programs" {3:261). 
Inglis reported that one family difficulty was 
getting children to meals {14:80}. On t he subject of 
family meals, Bogart refers to a survey revealing that one 
family in three permitted the child to watch TV while eat­
ing supper {3:261}. A psychiatrist, Glynn, expresses the 
opinion that TV viewing is not a social activity; actually 
it "smothers contact, really inhibiting inter-personal 
exchange" {6:180) . A group watching television is 
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frequently a group of isolat ed people not in real exchange .  
However , Frank suggests that t eleviewing may b e  a "unifying 
factor " tending to keep the family together more  in the 
home ( 9 : 14) • 
Delinquency. Since t elevision's first impact on 
America , i t  has been accused of being so heavily loaded 
with violence and aggression that it encouraged and stim-
ulated aggressive acts by children . The extent of this 
criticism is shown in the following : 
A nationwide survey conduct ed by George Gallup and 
released in November 1954 , reports that 70 per c ent 
of the adults questioned , place at least part of the 
blame for ' the upsurge on juvenile  delinquency ' on 
crime-type comic books and on mystery and crime pro­
grams on t elevision and radio . A fourth of those who 
blame either the comic books or t elevision and radio 
programs said they contribute a great deal to t een­
age crime . Men and women di d not differ at all in 
their respons es on this question , although older 
people were more apt than younger ones to ascribe the 
blame to the mass media (3:273). 
N ewsweek reports that numerous authenticated crimes 
have been inspired by TV . "Crime doesn ' t  pay" programs 
backfire , also detailed hints and tricks of criminal acts 
are shown on t elevision . J. Edgar Hoover stat es that 
"TV flaunts indecency and applauds lawlessnes s "  ( 5 : 66 ) . 
The charges against  television closely res emble 
tho se voi ced earlier against each of the mass media as 
it rose to populari ty . As an example of this , Henry 
Forman ' s  book , Our Movi e-Made Children , which appeared 
in the early 1930 ' s ,  had the following description on i ts 
j acket : 
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Here is  a book showing the movies for what they 
really are -- a monster Pied Piper , with marvelous 
trapping, playing tunes irresistibly alluring to the 
youth of the present day. They have become , in fact, 
a sort of superimposed syst em of education for the 
young , a system wi th which estab li shed social institu­
tions , such as the School and the Church ,  cannot com­
pet e ,  in attraction or appeal ( 3 : 274) . 
In 1952 , 1954, and 1955 a special Senate sub committee 
headed by Senator Kefauver report ed that televis ion crime 
programs are "pot entially much more injurious to chi ldr en 
and young people than motion pictures , radi o ,  or comi c 
books" because comics and movi es must be sought out and 
paid for , but television " i s  available at a flick of a 
knob " in the child ' s  own living room . Combining sight 
and sound , it has a great impact upon its audi ence 
( 3 : 278-79 ) .  
Another reference to this Senate subcommittee indi-
cated that in  1953 i t  received literally thousands of 
letters from parents who feared the adverse  effects of 
television ( 14 : 80 ) . 
Not all r eports to the subcommittee wer e  in agree­
ment about the effects of violenc e programs. Many clini-
cians were cautious in drawing connections . For example , 
Otto Billig of Vanderbilt University reported that : 
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My c lini cal experi enc e has l ed me to b eli eve that 
televi sion programs, movi es ,  etc. , have a very limit ed 
influence on the chi ld or j uveni l e. We have p erformed 
rather exhaustive psychiatric and psycho logical studi e s  
on j uvenile delinquents . Mos t  youngsters do not s e em 
at all influenc ed by such outsi de factors. The well 
adjust ed p ersonali ty can resist them wi thout diffi cul­
ti es. A very occasional c as e  was triggered into some 
delinquent act and po ssibly received specific id eas on 
how to carry out a crime. But only the emo ti onal ly 
dis turbed and ins ecure individual appears sus c eptible 
to outside forces. Other outsi de pressures have 
probab ly great er significance ,  such as r ecognition by 
neighborhood gangs, inadequat e or lack of group activ­
i ti es , etc. ( 3:283 ) .  
Sti ll another expert, Loui s H. Cohen, a psychiatri st, 
made this observation: 
I b eli eve that though thes e bad programs are always 
rather si lly and in bad tas t e, the degre e  to which they 
are actually inf luent ial in det ermining j uvenil e  crime 
is so vague and probably statistically impos sible to 
evaluate that it would b e  foolish to ascribe to such 
programs the weight of a causal factor suff icient to  
j ustify any thundering c ampaign against them on thi s 
basis. I am personally convinced that they should 
not b e  pro duced, but only b ecaus e they encourage a 
degraded tast e  for a kind o f  knowl edge whi ch i s  unnec es­
sary for healthy social life (3:284 ) .  
In 1954 , a special study was made of chi ldr en in the 
Chi cago area who were exceptionally heavy viewers . Thi s  
study, conducted by t eachers, inc luded many wel l adj ust ed 
childr en and ones who were good student s . There were also 
some problem case s, but most of thes e could not be relat ed 
to televi sion alon e .  Rather, poor home condi tions or a 
lack of interest and affection caus ed most of t he di ffi-
culti es ( 3:287 ) .  
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Bogart feels that a child who is already s eriously 
dis turb ed may b e  s timulat ed by televi sion to place his 
aggressive impul s es into act ion . However , such a person 
may borrow from any phase of his experienc e in forming an 
anti-social act. He is just as likely to commit the act 
bec ause he has s e en it done on television , in a mo tion 
picture , or read about it in a comic book as he i s  b ec ause 
a friend mentioned the idea or b ecause he read about a 
simi lar case in the newspaper. It is his opinion that 
"the i solat ed criminal act whi ch can be directly linked 
to a specific tel evision performanc e is certainly no basis 
from which to g eneralize." Empirical evi dence regarding 
the inf luences of tel evisi on on delinquency is rather 
scarc e b ecaus e it is very difficult to trac e the specific 
influence of tel evision vi olence and relate i t  to ac tual 
delinquent or disturbed behavior. However, even i f  it 
cannot b e  proved that t elevision i s  a cause in turning 
children into neurotics or criminals , this do es no t prove 
it is an entirely healthful influence on the growing chi ld 
( 3:288-89) . 
Adjustment and charact er .  Lit erature conc erning 
the effects of television on the adj ustment and charac ter 
of chi ldren provides very little evidence from whi ch to 
draw conc lusions. Mo st of the data availab le cons i st of 
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opinions only . The sourc es of  the greatest number of  these 
opinions are authori t i es on childr en ' s  adjustment and b e­
havior probl ems . 
A psychiatrist , Eugene Glynn , contends that " the 
chief effect of televi sion i s  pass ivity and dependence in 
multiple shapes and forms . The world supplies and the 
individual feasts . "  He also acknowledges t hat viewing could 
stimulate " aggressive forces , "  but this depends not only on 
the content of the program but on other stimuli from with­
out ( 11 : 179} . 
Fred Werthram , author of Seduction £.! !!:!!. Innocent , 
feels that the TV affected child  has developed a "callous­
ness , "  has suffered moral and emotional harm from viewing 
television . Judge Frank J .  Kroneberg asserts that televi­
sion convinces the inunature mind that violence is the 
acc epted way of life . He calls i t  a " subtle form of  brain­
washing" ( 5 : 66}. 
Glynn c laims that we have no answer yet to what will  
b e  "the s timulation and fantasy effects of TV" on  t he first 
TV generation . It  i s  wondered if  constant s timulati on 
received from TV since b irth will dull the 11s ensibiliti es "  
o f  these peopl e .  Also , concern i s  f elt  for the effect the 
"fantasy" of television viewing will have on these who have 
experi enced i t  for so long . These  people have had much of 
experience ,  vicariously , exhausted in advance ( 11 : 180-8 1 ) . 
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They have had many experi ences early in life , but these have 
only b een "second-hand" experiences. Glynn feels that when 
the experienc e  actually comes in real life "it  wi ll be 
watered down, for it has already b een half lived , but never 
f elt " ( 3 : 179). Joseph Klapper calls thi s  a problem of 
"premature maturity" ( 3 : 287). 
Shayon supports this point in contending that t ele­
vision , like other mass media, does not satisfy the hungers 
of chi ldren b ecause " i t  i s  not a genuine experi ence, merely 
a substitute for g enuine experi ence "  ( 19 : 31). 
The Foundation for Character Educati on maintains 
that there is some evidence that prolonged exposure to the 
"pictorial media" makes childr en more stereotyped in their 
moral judgments ; they are more likely to see oth er people 
as " all good" or "all bad . " However, all evi denc e about 
the effects of  TV must be qualified in t erms of one impor­
tant point : " the impact of  television programs upon any 
given child i s  as much a product of what the child is  like 
b efore he sees the particular program as it is of the 
program itself . "  No particular effect of television will 
apply to all children in all c onditions ( 8 : 19-20) . 
The real sour c es o f  chi ldren's di sturbances ari s e  
primari ly out of interpersonal relationships, particularly 
with t heir parents and peers . Televis ion does not creat e  
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psychological probl ems, though it may influence the way in 
which they find expression . 
In summarizing the effects of t el evision, Bogart 
s ays, 
Tel evision is no different than any o ther popular 
art in its effects; it has become the focus of recent 
attention b ecause it is both the newest mas s  me dia 
and the one with which children spend the greatest 
amount of time ( 1:284 ) .  
Th e problem facing the broadcast er in the cas e of children's 
programs, as well as tho s e  for adults, is that the content 
characteristics critics find mo s t  at fault are often the 
very features which att ract the audience ( 3:284 ) .  
III. CONTEMPORARY IDEAS 
The lit erature seems to  indicate that television 
has certain limit ations as we ll as a definite potential 
for favorably influencing children . Most writers on the 
subj ect of t elevision ' s  effect on children have ideas for 
gaining the great est good from this medium . Thes e ideas 
invo lve guidance in viewing, education in appreciation, 
and efforts to influence broadcas ting . 
Guidance in viewing . A constructive program of 
guidance wil l do much to eliminate the undesirable eff ects 
of tel evision. This invo lves efforts on the part of par ents 
and t eachers to help children limit their viewing as well 
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as to help them cho ose programs wi th discrimination . Tele­
vi sion i s  g enerally a probl em in homes where it has been 
allowed to become and remain a prob lem ( 29:7 ) . 
Johnson f eels that the answer t o  gaining t he mo s t  
from TV an d  preventing it from becoming an undesirable 
influenc e is "controlled vi ewing." I t  i s  the parent s' 
responsibility to prevent their childr en from vi ewing 
excessively and c hoosing undesirable programs ( 15:365 ) .  
Stated in more positive t erms , Witty sugges t s  that 
if too much time appears to b e  spent viewing , parents 
should encourage other ac tiviti es to insure a balanced 
schedule. Chi ldren should also be "gui ded" t o  choo s e  pro­
grams wi th di scrimination ( 29:7 ) . 
Shayon feels that i t  would be futile and s enseless 
to try to completely bar chi ldr en from TV. Even if tele­
vi sion were not pres ent in his own home the chi ld would ,  
nevertheles s , fall under i ts influence within the neighbor­
hood ,  at school , or els ewhere. Shayon as s erts that it i s  
far better t o  have televi sion in the chi ld ' s  home where 
i t s  vi ewing can be regulat ed than to have no control over 
its influenc e in an unnatural s ett ing ( 19:42-43 ) .  
Witty and Bricker suggest that par ents and chi ldren 
cooperatively plan a schedule of viewing. Thi s sc hedule 
should b e  reasonab ly flexible and allow for a balanc ed 
program of  activi ties . A s chedul e works best when i t  i s  
planned wi th the child,  not for the child ( 27 : 27-35 ).  
If all teachers recognized that approximately five 
per cent of  television ' s  network programs can b e  directly 
r elated to classroom work and that many others contain 
incidental learnings , i t  i s  believed that more teachers 
would attempt to influenc e their pupil s ' viewing habits 
(27 : 31 ) . 
Parents and t eachers are off ered the following 
positive suggestions for helping chi ldren make the most 
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of televi sion: ( 1 )  know each child b etter as an indivi dual , 
( 2 )  study the chi l d's interest in the media , ( 3 )  learn more 
about t elevi sion , ( 4 )  suggest programs the chi ld may enjoy , 
(5)  share the child ' s  experi ences , and ( 6 )  provide the 
chi ld with opportunity for a variety of interesting , worth­
whil e  opportunities to parti ci pate and learn (27 : 32-34 ) . 
Education in discrimination. Children are not born 
wi th innat e standards and values ; these must be l earned . 
If the child. is  ever expected to make dec isions and judg­
ments on his own , he should begin developing this skil l  
early . With adult guidance , childr en can develop the 
standards needed for making dis criminating judgments . One 
application of an ability to critically judge i s  made by 
chi ldren when they are given an opportunity t o  choose 
between various televi sion offerings (27 : 36-37 ) .  
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To b ecome a discriminating vi ewer a child needs 
careful supervision and guidance .  He should b e  given suf­
ficient freedom to make some poor program choices , but it  
will also b e  n ec essary to place some restrictions on his 
choices . Parent s and teachers should encourage the chi l d  
t o  mak e value-judgments of some of h i s  viewing . He should 
be encouraged to dis cuss the programs and be given help in 
identifying reasons for his judgments .  The goal for the 
child should b e  an increasingly mature discriminati on in 
program s elections ( 26 : 38-39 ) .  
Classroom work in developing cri ti cal judgment and 
appreciations often belps chi ldren establish standards for 
judging t elevision programs . Such instruction coul d b e  a 
uni t  of s tudy in appreciation of mass media or a continuing 
part of the English program . As childr en learn to be more 
di scriminating, t hey choose programs more carefully and 
spend less time wi th television (27 : 39-40 ) .  
Efforts 15?. influence broadcasting. The television 
broadcaster ' s  job is not an easy on e .  Hi s programming must 
satisfy more requirements than most critics of television 
have knowledge of . He must : ( 1 )  d.evi s e  programs having 
wide audience appeal , ( 2) produc e programs satisfying 
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sponsors ' requirements , ( 3) produce programs which avoi d  
cri ticism from adults , ( 4) meet cost of production and time 
requirements ,  and (5) create a large volume of programs 
( 8 : 21-25). 
In regard to the r esponsibiliti es of broadcasters 
to children , the Television Code o f  the National Association 
of Radio and Television Broadcasters states : 
The education of children involves giving t hem a 
sense of the world at large . Crime , violence , and 
s ex are a part o f  the world they will b e  called upon 
to meet , and a c ertain amount of proper presentation 
of such i s  helpful in orienting the chi l d  to his so cial 
surroundings . However , violence and illicit s ex shall 
not be presented in an attractive manner , nor to an 
extent such as will lead a child to beli eve that they 
play a greater part in life than they do . They should 
not b e  present ed without indicati ons of  the resultant 
retribution and puni shment ( 6 : 332) . 
Inglis  notes that only 60 per cent of the nation ' s  
broadcas t ers subscribe to the code and that monitoring of 
tel evision by the National Association of Educational 
Broadcasters indicates the code i s  frequently ignored . 
He further feels t hat violence shown on TV has no relation 
to real life , and that t el evi sion vio lenc e ,  in addition to 
the violence pres ented in c omics , movies , and lif e itself , 
is  more than the amount to whi ch chi ldren should be sub-
jected ( 14 : 84) .  
The televis ion industry , very sensitive to criticism ,  
has no defense other than t o  point t o  the fact that harmful 
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effects on chi ldren's behavi or and atti tudes have not b een 
proven ( 14 : 83 ) . 
The Federal Communications Commission ( FCC ) is the 
governmental ag ency which controls the nati on's airwaves , 
but the control ,  in practice , i s  limited to t he power to 
issue bro adcasting permi ts. The FCC has no l egal power to 
c ensor pres entations. In fac t , t elevi sion has no offi cial 
censor; i t  must rely on the di scret ion of broadcasters , 
who in turn ar e sensitive to public criticism.  In the 
final analysis , control of the quality of t el evi sion pre­
s entations i s  the responsibi lity o f  the public ( 19 : 61-70 ) . 
Shayon feels that the best way for the public to 
influence the offerings of t elevi sion is to organize com­
munity "list ening counc i l s "  to moni tor programs and present 
reports of thei r findings t o  official agenci es and to the 
television industry . They also can pub li cize facts and 
figures and generally try t o  al ert the public to televi­
sion's presentati ons, both go od and bad ( 1 9 : 7 1-82 ) .  
Laurent draws at t enti on t o  the general public's 
power to inf luenc e broadcasting by refusing to view pro­
grams they consi der undesirabl e. If enough people do this 
the ratings wi ll go down , the sponsor wi ll no longer support 
i t , and the program wi ll b e  di scont inued. Some people who 
feel they ho ld a minori ty view that des erves attention 
should write letters to the station ; others sho uld wri te 
direc tly to sponsors, probably the mo st eff ect ive protest 
( 16 : 150 ) . 
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However , Johnson expres ses the opinion t hat efforts 
to influence what is offered on t elevision have not been 
rewarding . Co urt �ests have generally ruled against 
censorship of any kind. Becaus e o f  this , parent s and 
teachers must control the vi ewing hab its of chi l dr en by 
helping them develop di scriminating s tandards for use in 
evaluat ing television programs ( 15 : 366) . 
CHAPTER III 
SAMPLE STUDIED AND MATERIALS USED 
I .  SAMPLE STUDIED 
The sample studi ed in thi s investigation was com­
posed of the three eighth grade class es and four seventh 
grade classes in the R .  E. Bennett School of Chehal i s , 
Washington . Of the 215 enrolled in these two grades , nine 
were abs ent; therefore , the s ample consi sted of 206 chil­
dren . There were 120 in the s eventh grade and 86 in the 
eighth grade . The boys , with a total of 111 , outnumbered 
the 95 girls of the s ample by 16 . 
The Bennett School i s  located in Chehali s ,  the county 
s eat of Lewi s County . The town has a population of approx­
imately 7 , 000 . Its economy i s  primarily bas ed on a combi­
nation of farming , lumbering , and light industry . No 
marked diversity appears to exist in the socio-economic 
level of the res i dents of Chehalis , who support their 
social ins titutions well , as is evidenc ed by a new mi lli on 
dollar high school and at least ten sizeable churches 
wi thin thi s relatively small communi ty . 
II . MATERIALS USED 
The questionnaire method of gathering data was used 
in thi s study . Informat ion from thi s  questionnaire was 
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supplemented with data revealed by a teacher-rat ed adjust­
ment test  as well as by the student's cumulative record . 
The questionnai re 
A questionnaire was constructed to gather the type 
of data needed in this s tudy (Appendix A). Only the first 
three pages were to be completed by the students. The 
fourth page , containing a list of  the most  popular network 
programs offered in t he area , was provided as a help in 
recalling names of  programs and. as an aid to spelling . 
The first of the questionnaire ' s  three basic  parts , 
Section I ,  primarily concerned personal information about 
the viewer . This section was designed to s ecure the fol­
lowing facts about the students : whether they lived in 
the city or the country , the ext ent of their participati on 
in various activit ies , the number of TV sets in their home , 
and a general idea of how much they viewed televi sion . 
Tho s e  persons who almost never watched television 
were not asked to  complete Section I I  because it dealt with 
the numb er of years they had vi ewed t elevisi on , favorite  
programs , televis ion vi ewing trai t s , and amount of gui dance 
received in vi ewing--items non-vi ewers would no t be able 
to answer . A place was provided for listing the viewers ' 
top four selections . Th e fourth page could b e  used to aid 
them in the process . 
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C of Sec tion I I  asked s ix multiple-choi ce ques tions 
to learn more about the student ' s  general vi ewing trai ts 
and to  gather informati on regarding the amount of gui danc e 
they received.  The vi ewer was given a choi c e  of four 
answers to each ques ti on. One answer usually indi cated 
an extreme in one direction, ano ther answer the opposite  
extreme , and one answer ranked midway between the o ther 
two. A place was also provi ded for a written c onment in 
the event none of the other three choic es s eemed to fit 
the person answering. To illustrate , ques tion one inquired 
as to the amount of restric tion placed on vi ewing. A per­
son making the first cho i c e  indic ated some restriction on 
vi ewing ; the s econd choice, no res tric tion ; the t hird 
choice , definit e  restriction ; and the las t choice provided 
spac e for a wri tten conunent if non e of the other cho i c es 
fit properly . 
The third main part of the ques tionnaire , Secti ons 
III and IV , was to be completed by the entire sample of 
students , r egardl ess of whether they viewed televi sion or 
no t. Section III  cons isted of a schedule of weekly activ­
ities. This metho d of det ermining amounts of time spent 
at various activities was cho s en becaus e it provi ded for 
differences occurring in the daily schedules throughout 
a complete week . It also provi ded a chance to  check the 
correctness of amo unts indicated for each day's activities 
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( by adding the f igures in each column and comparing that 
total wi th 24 , the number of hours in a day) . Thi s  method 
also gave them a comprehensive view o f  how t he ir time was 
actually spent. They had a c hance to make some personal 
compari sons of t ime spent at various activi tie s. 
If honestly and carefully fill ed out , the schedule 
gave a complete pic ture of how the student ' s  t ime was 
spent. Weekly totals for each activity were easi ly obtained 
by adding across columns. 
In Section IV , t he t ime spent with parents was to 
be indicated in the proper columns , and totals were f igured 
by merely adding from left to right . 
Ullmann Forced-Choi ce 
.'.!'.!!! · 
The Ullmann Forced-Cho i c e  Test was used in this 
study to measure the general adjustment o f  the sample 
memb ers (Appendix B) . Thi s , a t eacher-rated instrument , 
was developed by Charles A .  Ullmann o f  the Unit ed States 
Department of Public Health . 
In construc ting the Forced-Cho ice Test , i t  was 
as sumed that teachers ' j udgments of maladjus tment would 
be more val id if i t ems cons idered valid and important by 
both c linicians and t eachers were employed as discrimi­
nators . Also it was assumed that the vali di ty of teachers ' 
ratings would be highest if  only i t ems were included to 
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which t eachers could react with confidence.  The nwnber of 
i tems included was res tri cted to an amount which normally 
could b e  rated in a maximwn of five minutes for each chi l d .  
Items within the t e s t  were first paired , with one 
item highly indicative of adjustment , either favorable or 
unfavorabl e ,  whil e  the other , though of equal preference 
value , having a neutral discrimination value and thus 
acting as a suppressor . Then the pairs were assembled in 
groups of four or five items . The discrimination values 
assigned each i t em  wer e  obtained from c linicians • ratings 
in order to compensate for t eachers ' earli er discovered 
tendencies to overvalue conforming behavior . Through the 
approach described , greater vali dity was gained than in 
usual ratings . 
Normative data obtained by Ullmann from a s tudy of  
810 ninth grade pupi ls indi cate mean adjustment ratings of 
19 . 24 for the boys , 22 . 64 for the girls , and 20. 94 for the 
entire standardizing sampl e .  
There i s  an indi cation o f  very high consistency in 
teachers ' ratings with the Forced-Choice Test . A reli­
abi li ty coeffici ent of  . 90 was det ermined by Ullmann in 
a study of a sample of 100 boys and 100 girls . 
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Students ' Cumulative Records 
Cumulat ive records are maintained for each s tudent 
in the Chehali s s chool sys t em .  Thes e r ecords wer e us ed as 
the source of int elligence scores and first semes ter grade 
averages for each chi ld in the sample . 
Int elligence scores . The int elligenc e score entered 
in the cumulative record of each chi ld i s  in the form of 
an intelligence quoti ent . IQ , determined by the student ' s  
performance on the s .  R .  A .  Primary Mental Abil ity Test 
for ages 7 to 11 , is a perc entile derivative rather than 
ratio IQ . This i s  a group t est admini stered by the t eachers . 
Mo st of t he scores were from tests given in 1956 . Intel­
ligence quotients det ermine d  by the Primary Ment al Abilities 
Test are measures of s even factored abiliti es but are use d  
only as a to tal score in the school conc erned. 
Grade averages .  Each student ' s  first s emest er 
grades were s ecured from his cumulative records . Thes e 
s emest er grades were averages of grades given for the first 
two quart ers of work in English , r eading , ari thmeti c ,  
spe lling , and phys ical education for all student s ,  in 
addition to grades in mus ic or art and shop or social 
studies . The las t  four subj ects were offered to students 
for only one of the two s emes t ers . For exampl e ,  if a 
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student had art the first s emester , he had music  the s econd 
semester , and the revers e  was also true . 
The grades given were in letter form, ranging from 
A as the highest to U as the lowest grade . Because 
pluses ( + ' s ) and minuses (- ' s ) were also employed , it  was 
nec essary to assign a value of  11 to an A ,  10 to a B+ , and 
on down to l assigned to a D- and 0 to a u .  The students ' 
grade averages were calculated by adding each student ' s  
grade values and dividing by the number of grades he had. 
Thus , expressed as numb ers , it  was possible to use these 
averages directly in s tati stical analysis . 
CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURE 
Interest in this s tudy was first stimulated in 
1957-58 when the wri ter was t eaching in the school later 
chosen for t he study .  Informal inquiry into the subj ect 
of television vi ewing indicated that many of the students 
viewed television more hours each day than they spent in 
school ,  and only in rare cas es did i t  appear that they 
rec eived guidance or any form of  control in their televi­
sion viewing . All too often programs f eaturing vi olence 
and aggression seemed to make up the maj or portion of  the 
chi ldren ' s  viewing . The author wondered whether excessive 
vi ewing of violence programs might t end to develop an 
insensitivity to acts of violence and crime , possibly 
causing students to acc ept such conduct as normal , thus 
adversely affecting att itudes of social b ehavior and eth­
ical values . 
With this vital interest as a motivating factor , 
inquiry was made into the literature related to this 
subj ect . Although much has been written about t el evi sion 
and children , results are inconclusive . I t  was felt that 
a statisti cal study of the subj ect would provi de more 
specifi c empirical data upon whi ch val i d  judgments could 
b e  based. 
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The need for further research into this problem was 
supported by a comment made by Richard. M .  Allerton , Manager 
of Research , Nati onal Association of Broadcasters (NAB ) . 
In a letter accompanying some material requested from the 
NAB , Mr. Allerton wrote the following to the writ er : 
To my knowledg e  there has been no one fully inform­
ative and authentic study in this field of  res earc h .  
There have been a number o f  s tudi es done approaching 
the problem or some single aspect of it , but each of 
these lack c ertain basic  aspects of sound research .  
Following discovery o f  the need for further inves­
tigation into the subj ect of effects of t el evision on 
j unior high age children , the specific purpos es of this 
s tudy were s et forth in the form of  hypotheses to be tes ted . 
These hypotheses appear in Chapter I ,  pages 2-4 . Following 
thi s , investigative procedure for testing these hypotheses 
was d etermined.  This involved plans for  gathering data 
wi th a questionnaire , s ecuring ratings of adjustment of 
the students in the sample , and s ecuring facts from their 
cumulative school records . 
The questionnaire was constructed and reproduced 
in sufficient number for administration to all members of 
the sample .  It was dec ided t o  use the teacher-rated Ullmann 
Forced-Choice Test as the instrument for measuring the 
student ' s  adjustment . Aft er s ecuring permission from the 
s chool ' s  administration , the questionnaire and the adjust-
ment t es t  were taken to Chehalis by the wri ter . 
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The homeroom t eachers of the s ampl e ' s  seven classes 
were personally visited by the author . At that time the 
purpos e  and gen eral nature of the study were explained to 
these t eachers and their cooperation was secur ed .  They 
were given a copy of the questionnaire with a brief expla­
nati on of how it was to b e  adminis t ered . A dat e when all 
the teachers would administer the questionnaire at the 
same t ime was estab lished (March 2 ,  195 9 ) .  The t eachers 
agreed to complete the forced-choice  adj ustment test for 
each member of their homeroom c lass . 
During the t ime the questionnaire was being com­
pleted by the students , the author moved from room to room, 
checking on progress ,  o ffering explanati ons where needed,  
and occasionally supplementing the teacher ' s  directions . 
The t eachers collected the questionnaires when the students 
were finished , and the author picked them up from the 
teachers . 
At a lat er date , the c ompleted adjustment ratings 
were received from the t eachers . Also the data needed 
from the students ' cumulative records were s ecured . 
The results from the questionnaires were tabulated 
so that total responses for each question could be deter­
mined . Pi erson Pro duct Moment correlation coeffic i ents 
were calculated to tes t  hypotheses concerning relationships 
of c ertain variables wi thin the study . 
CHAPl'ER V 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
This c hapt er is  the heart of the study .  Within i t  
are presented the research results , including a presenta­
tion of raw data from the questionnaire and a statistical 
analysis of key portions of this data .  Much of the 
analysis  deals with determining the degree of  relationship 
existing between certain variables . For thi s  purpose 
correlation coeffici ent , coeffic i ent , and the symbol "r"  
wi ll be used interchangeably throughout the rest of this 
study . 
I .  DATA FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
This chapter pres ents a report of the major findings 
from the questionnaire .  Appendix C c ont ains a detai led 
ennumerati on of  total answers for each question and its 
parts as well as a breakdown of s eparate totals for boys 
and girls . 
Section I .  Personal information . Results indicate 
that the sample is  about evenly d.i vided between city d.well­
ers and non-ci ty dwellers . The 111 students living in the 
city outnumb er the 93 living in the country by only 18 . 
Active participation in at l east one organization was 
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reported by 148 , with 57 no t participating in even one 
organization . Church Youth Groups claimed more partici­
pants t han any other , wi th 90 r eporting an active part in 
church-sponsored groups . Second high was scouting , with 
57 reporting activity in that organization . Some s ex 
differences occurred in two areas , scouting , with 37 boys 
and 20 girls , and in the total reporting no parti ci pation 
in organized groups , with 39 boys and only 18 girls . Pro­
portionately , the girls in the  sample report ed active 
participation in more total organizations than the boys . 
Generally , church attendance is  proportionately heavy , 
indicated by the fact that only 6 girls and 11 boys re­
ported never attending in comparison to a total of 129 of 
the sample att ending every week . 
Less t han a third of the sample report active parti­
cipation in after-school intramural sports . The totals 
show 60 taking an active part in intramurals and 1 54 not 
participating . The boys show much greater activity in 
this area than do t he girls , with 81 male participants 
compared to 9 female .  
As might b e  expected , more boys than gi rls engage 
in unorganized recreational activi ties ; 108 boys and 73 
girls reported activi ty in at least one unorganized recrea­
tion . Fishing , with  90 listing i t , i s  the favori te recrea­
tion of the boys . Skating i s  the leading activity listed 
by the girls , with 39 mentioning i t .  Generally , high 
participation in unorganized recreation is  indicated for 
the sample as a who l e .  
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The data showed that 23 students do not have a 
t elevision set in their home , 167 have one set , and 16 
have two sets . Not one reported having more than two 
sets . No marked difference is shown in the number of  sets 
report ed by boys and the number reported by girls . An 
approximat e estimat e of  total amount of t elevi sion viewing 
is  given in these figures : 128 view television regularly , 
55 occasionally , and 18 almost never . 
Secti on II . Viewing profi l e .  The student sample 
reported havfng vi ewed televi s ion for an average of  3 . 91 
years . This average includes a range of figures from 
zero on t he part of those never viewing t elevision to nine 
years for those who have viewed it since it first became 
available in this area.  The listing of their four favorite 
television programs , in the ord.er the programs rated with 
them , was not hard for the majority of the sample . Most 
t eenagers have several programs they like above all others 
and some they distinctly dislike . For program choices 
other than these , they generally choose the program offered 
at the t ime that they personally feel is  most ent ertaining . 
A list of  the sample ' s  favorite  programs in found in 
Tables I and II . Table I presents the favorite programs 
as rated s eparately by the s eventh and eighth grades . 
Table II shows composite ratings for the entire sample . 
The ratings were established by assigning a value of 4 
to a first choic e , 3 to a s econd cho ic e , 2 to a t hird 
choi ce , and 1 to a fourth choice . Wit h  a rating of 109 
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for the seventh grade and 62 for the eighth grade , Maverick 
i s  di stinctly the program receiving the highest rating by 
the entire sample . The four top programs , the same in 
both grades , are not rated in the s ame order by each group . 
American Bandstand was given a rating of 86 ; the Dick Clark 
Show , 78 ; and 77 Sunset Strip , 70 by t he seventh grade . 
The eighth grade gave Tl.. Sunset Strip a rating of 62 ; 
American Bandstand , 51 ; and the Dick Clark Show, 48 . 
These programs also emerged as the top four for the com­
plete sample ,  in the order rated by the seventh grade . I t  
i s  not surprising t o  find the only two network teenage 
programs , American Bandstand and the � Clark Show, 
rating very high with this teenage sample .  These programs 
feature teenage couples dancing , in the lat est manner and 
step , to currently popular recorded music . 
Further analysis  of t he data reveals that the seventh 
grade viewers list a vari ety of program types among their 
top 20 shows . These  include 6 Westerns , 2 teenage musi cal 
shows , 7 situation comedi es ,  2 suspens e dramas , and a 
TABLE I 
RATINGS OF THE FAVORITE TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF THE 
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES AT CHEHALIS ,  
WASHINGTON , BY GRADE 
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7th Grade Ratings 8th Grade Rat ings 
l .  Maverick 109 l .  Maverick 62 
2 .  American Bands tand 86 2 .  77 Suns et Strip 53 
3 .  Dick Clark Show 78 3 .  American Bandstand 5 1  
4 .  77 Suns et Strip 70 4 .  Dick Clark Show 48 
5 .  Father Knows Best 45 5 .  Huckleb erry Hound 42 
6 .  Red Skelton 36 6 .  Red Skelton 33 
7 .  Leave i t  to Beaver 3 1  7 .  Father Knows Best 32 
8 .  Ozzie and Harriet 28 8 .  Gunsmoke 25 
Perry Mason 28 9 .  Perry Mason 20 
10 . Huckleberry Hound. 27 Rawhide 20 
Sportscast s  27 11 . Real McCoys 1 9  
12 . I Love Lucy 22 12 . Ri.f leman 18 
13 . Real McCoys 20 13 . Wagon Train 16 
14 . Cheyenne 15 14 . Sci ence Fiction 13 
Colt 
•
 45 15 15 • Ozzi e and Harriet 11 
16 . Gunsmoke 14 16. Death Valley Days 10 
Movies 14 17 . Leave it  to Beaver 9 
Our Mi ss Brooks 14 18 . Man with a Camera 8 
1 9 .  Ri.f l eman 13 Danny Thomas 8 
The Texan 13 Have Gun , Will Travel 8 
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TABLE I I  
RATINGS AND PROGRAM TYPES OF THE FAVORITE TELEVISION 
PROGRAMS OF THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES AT 
CHEHALIS ,  WASHINGTON 
7th and 8th Grade 
1 .  Maverick 
2 .  American Bandstand 
3 .  Dick Clark Show 
4 .  77 Sunset Strip 
5 .  Father Knows Best 
6 .  Red Skelton 
Huckleberry Hound 
8 .  Perry Mason 
9 .  Leave i t  to Beaver 
10 . Ozzie and Harri et 
Real McCoys 
Gunsmoke 
13 . Rifleman 
14 . Sportscasts 
15 . I Love Lucy 
16 . Have Gun , Wi ll Travel 
17 . Rawhide 
18 . Wagon Train 
19 . Cheyenne 
Colt . 45 
Ratings 
171 
137 
126 
123 
77 
69 
69 
48 
40 
39 
39 
39 
31 
27 
22 
21 
20 
16 
15 
15 
Program type1 
Western Drama 
Teenage Musical2 
Teenage Mus ical2 
Suspense Drama 
Situati on Comedy 
Situati on Comedy 
Cartoon Comedy2 
Suspense Drama 
Situation Comedy 
Situation Comedy 
Situation Comedy 
West ern Drama 
Western Drama 
Sportscasts2 
Situation Comedy 
Western Drama 
Western Drama 
Western Drama 
Western Drama 
Western Drama 
1Ni elson Marketing Servi c e  designations ( 18 ) 
2Designation by author 
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cartoon comedy , a t elevised sportscas t , and movies . With 
8 violence programs wi thin i ts 20 top rated shows , the 
seventh grade list ed 2 less than the eighth grade . The 
eighth grade favorites are distributed by program type as 
follows : 7 Western dramas , 2 suspense dramas , 2 t eenage 
musical shows , 6 situation c omedi es , and a cartoon comedy 
and an adventure program. The composite ratings for the 
entire sample contain 9 violence programs wi thin t he first 
20 cho ices . 
From the ARB ( 1 : 3 )  national ratings shown in 
Table III , i t  is s een that 7 violence programs were listed 
by the nation ' s  television audi ence among its top 20 . As 
an indication of the popularity of these selections with 
the nation ' s  teenage audien c e ,  t he percentage of teenagers 
in each program ' s  total audi enc e  is given in the column 
headed "Per c ent Teens . "  Of the top 20 programs , Maveri ck 
had the highest per c ent of t eens in its  nation-wide 
audience .  The top four programs in terms of percentage 
of teenage audi enc e  composition are Maverick , wi th 23 per 
c ent , Dannx Thomas and Perrx Como , with 22 per cent , and 
77 Sunset Strip , with 21 per c ent . This does not mean 
that these programs are necessari ly the nation ' s  teenage 
vi ewers ' favorites , for only the programs rated highest by 
a s ample of the total television audi ence are represented 
here . Other programs rating much higher wi th t he teenage 
TABLE I I I  
NATIONAL RATINGS AND THE PER CENT OF TEENAGE AUDIENCE 
COMPOSITION OF THE TOP TWENTY NETWORK 
TELEVISION PROGRAMS , MARCH , 1959 
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Rank Program Rat ing1 
Per c ent 
Teens 
1 .  Gunsmoke 
2 .  Wagon Train 
3 .  Some of Mani e ' s  Fri ends 
4 .  Danny Thomas 
5 .  I ' ve Go t A Secret 
Maverick 
The Ri fleman 
8 .  Have Gun , Wi ll Travel 
9 .  Perry Como 
10 . Father Knows Best 
11 . Red Skelton 
12 . Perry Mason 
13 . Real McCoys 
14 . Person to Person 
The Mi llionaire 
16 . 77 Suns et Strip 
17 . Bing Crosby Show 
18 . Lor etta Young Presents 
19 . The Price I s  Right 
20 . What ' s  My Line 
1ARB rating ( 1 : 3) 
45 . 2  
42 . 3  
37 . 5  
37 . 3  
37 . l  
37 . l  
37 . l  
36 . 5  
34 . 8  
34 . 2  
33 . 7  
33 . 4  
32 . 9  
32 . 0  
32 . 0  
31 . 6  
31 . 2  
30 . 7  
30 . 5  
30 . l  
2Pulse audi enc e compo sition data ( 17 ) 
3No data avai lable 
18% 
19 
3 
22 
16  
23 
18 
20 
22 
18 
17 
17 
17 
3 
16 
21 
3 
16 
17 
11 
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audience might rate low with the t otal audience .  A further 
consideration involves the composition of  the nation ' s  
teenage audience .  I t  inc ludes a far wider range o f  ages 
than is found in this s tudy ' s sample .  Also , factors such 
as the t ime of the day a program i s  presented would greatly 
influence the perc entage of audience composition . Thus , 
it  i s  not possible to directly compare data concerning the 
national teenage audience with r esults from thi s  s ampl e .  
Aware that direct comparisons would not b e  val i d ,  
it is nevertheless possible to make qualified observations 
in relating the sample ' s  program ratings to the nation­
wide ratings . It  is  noted t hat 10 of the study sample ' s  
top 20 programs are included in the top 20 nationally 
rated favori tes . From among the nation ' s  top 20 shows , 
the four programs highest in per c ent of teenage audienc e  
composition rank as follows i n  this study ' s sample rating : 
Maverick , first ; 77 Sun s et Strip , fourth ; and Danny Thomas 
and Perry Como , no t among the sample ' s  favorite 20 . In 
comparing program types , the Chehalis  sampl e ' s  top 20 i s  
seen t o  include 10 violence programs compared t o  7 within 
the nation ' s  top 20 . The s eventh and eighth graders c ho s e  
6 situation comedies as favorites , the nati onal audi ence 
listed 4 ;  the sample lists no audience participati on quiz 
shows , the national audience has chosen 3 ;  and the sample 
pi cked 2 suspense dramas whereas the nat i onal audi ence 
chose l among its top 20. 
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In summari zing informati on c oncerning favori t e  pro­
grams , a certain amount of simi larity in program rating 
on the part of the s tudy group and the national televi sion 
audi enc e i s  no ted.  The s tudy s ample listed a greater 
number o f  violence programs in its top 20 than did the 
national audience . The nation ' s  teenag ers tended to agree 
wit h  the sampl e in the type o f  program viewe d .  The sample 
rat ed si tuation comedies and Western dramas higher than the 
national audience and h eld less regard for quiz programs . 
In t erms o f  grade l evel , the eighth grade chose more vio­
lence programs , especially mor e  West ern dramas , among its  
favori tes than di d the  s eventh grade . The seventh grade 
leaned more heavily toward situation comedy . However , 
there is a remarkable simi larity s hown in the top four 
programs for the two grades . Teenag e  musical shows rat ed 
high in both groups . 
Information regarding the study sample ' s  viewing 
traits , the amount o f  vi ewing gui dance its  memb ers rec eive , 
and the frequency of conflict in vi ewing is provi ded by 
results from the multiple-choice  portion of Section II 
in the questi onnaire . 
The first question deals with a basic part of gui d­
ance in television viewing , that of restrict ion in total 
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amount . Of the student s answering this question , 113 
(54 . 9  per cent ) r eport ed they could view as much as desired 
aft er homework and all other work was finished . No limita­
tion on amount of viewing was reported by 22 (10 . 7  per cent ) . 
At the o pposite extreme , 29 
( 14 . l  per cent ) c onsi dered 
their viewing to be definitely l imi ted.  
A measur e  of the gui dance in quality and kind of 
vi ewing is provided by answers to Question Two . Complete  
freedom to choose their own programs was recorded by 88  
(42 . 7  per cent ) o f  the sampl e .  Tho se wat ching only pro­
grams others chose  for them were 20 ( 9 . 7  per c ent ) in 
numb er . There were 27 (13 . l  per cent ) with g eneral fr ee­
dom to make thei r own program cho i c es but wi th c ertain 
programs they were not allowed to view. The programs they 
were no t permi tt ed to view appear in Tab l e  IV . Included 
in this list are Divorc e Court , ment ioned three times ; 
N ightmare ,  N ight Court , The Vis e , Late Movi es , and Alcoa 
Presents , each ment ioned two times ; and twelve others , 
in a variety of program types , wer e ment ioned once . 
Question Three deals with the manner in which the 
viewer decides what program to watch . Eighty-one (39 . 3  
per c ent ) consult a t el evision guide or schedule when 
vi ewing begins . Almo st an equal number , 79 (38 . 3  per c ent ) 
know what program they want to see b efore t hat program i s  
pres ented.  Eleven (5 . 3  per cent ) merely watch what ever 
TABLE IV 
PROHIBITED PROGRAMS FOR CERTAIN MEMBERS 
OF THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES IN 
CHEHALIS ,  WASHINGTON 
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Program 
Number of Times 
Mentioned 
Divorce Court 
Nightmare 
Night Court 
The Vi se 
Late Movies 
Alcoa Presents 
Horror Movi es 
Ozzie and Harriet 
Mike Hammer 
Lassie 
Donna Reed 
Bo ld Adventure 
Have Gun , Wi ll Travel 
Jack Benny 
Rifleman 
Garry Moore 
Zorro 
Peter Gunn 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
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happens to come on  regardless of what it  might be .  Thi s 
indicates that less  than half of the sample fo llow a vi ew­
ing plan or know what they wi ll vi ew more  than a moment 
b efore viewing begins . 
For 25 ( 12 . l  per c ent ) of  the chi l dren , the bas i s  
o f  program selections i s  the deci sions o f  others . This 
i s  contrasted wi th 123 ( 59 . 7  per c ent ) who choose programs 
they personally feel are most enjoyable and ent ertaining . 
Thirty-two ( 15 . 5  per c ent ) report that they somet imes 
choos e  certain programs for more than entertainment . 
A further indication of  guidance is  shown in repli es 
to Question Five , which deals with amount of  advic e  and 
help rec eived in choosing programs . The greatest number , 
82 ( 39 . 8  per c ent ) report receiving no guidance and sel ect  
their own programs wi thout help from others . Another 68 
( 33 . 0 per c ent ) report that they rec eive some guidance , 
in that others occasionally discourage the viewing of 
certain programs and encourage the vi ewing of o thers they 
feel are beneficial . 
Question Six seeks to determine what the members 
of the sample would do if they wer e  viewing t elevision and 
reali zed that none of the programs offered were ones t hey 
cared for . Fourteen ( 6 . 8  per c ent ) indicat ed that they 
continued to watch whatever happened to come on regardless 
of what it might b e .  An addit ional 4 5  continued t o  watch 
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aft er choo sing a program whi ch "mi ght not be too bad . " The 
largest group , 117 ( 56 . 8  per c ent ) report ed t hey would di s ­
cont inue vi ewing . 
Where the nwnber of vi ewers exceeds t he nwnber of 
t elevi sion set s  and there is a vari ety of offering s to 
cho o s e  from , conf lict o f t en ari s e s . Ques t i on Seven deals 
wi th such confli c t , and the fol lowing answers give an 
indication o f  i ts frequency : confli c t  never o c curs in 
14 ( 6 . 8  per c ent ) cas es ; s eldom , 109 ( 52 . 9  per c ent ) ; 
qui t e  often ,  48 ( 23 . 3  per c ent ) ; and very often ,  1 7  ( 8 . 3  
p er c ent ) . The girls s e em to experi enc e  more vi ewing con­
fli c t  t han t he boys . Five girls and nine boys repo rted 
never having conf l i c t , whereas t en girls and only s even 
boys complained of having vi ewing confli c t  "very often . " 
Secti on I I I . Weekly schedule o f  ac tivi ty . The 
weekly s chedule of act ivi t i es pres ent ed in Tab l e  V indi ­
cat es how the memb ers o f  the sampl e spend their time . The 
averag e numb er of hours a week the s tudents s pend at each 
activi ty is s hown in the c o lumn headed nper Week . " Daily 
averages are s hown in the column h eaded " Per Day . " From 
these f igures i t  i s  seen t hat t h e s e  s event h and ei ght h  
graders spend an averag e o f  63 . 2  ho urs a we ek sl eepi ng .  
Thi s amounts t o  s lightly more t han 9 hours a day . At t end­
ing s choo l requires 32 . 5  hours a we ek , or 6 . 5  hours each 
TABLE V 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT AT EACH ACTIVITY 
IN A SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES OF THE 
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADERS OF 
CHEHALIS ,  WASHINGTON 
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Average Hours 
Section III 
Sleeping 
Eating 
Attending school 
Traveling to and from school 
Working on homework 
Reading for pleasure 
Working at home 
Working away from home 
Playing in unorganized activities 
Watching TV 
Listening to a phonograph 
Listening to the radio 
Casually talking and visiting 
with friends 
Church and Sunday school  
S ection IV  
Watching TV with one or  bo th parents 
Total time spent with par ents at all 
types of act ivities 
Per Week 
63 . 2  
7 . 5  
32 . 5  
3 . 3  
4 . 6  
3 . 0  
7 . 1  
3 . 1  
7 . 9  
17 . 2  
2 . 1  
3 . 6  
4 . 7  
2 . 0  
12 . 3  
26 . 4  
* Calculated for five school days a week . 
Per Day 
9 . 03 
1 . 13 
6 . 50* 
. 66*  
. 65 
. 42 
1 . 01 
. 45 
1 . 13 
2 . 46 
. 31 
. 52 
. 66 
. 2 9  
1 . 76 
3 . 77 
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school day . Ranking third in the average amount of time 
spent at an activity is television viewing , with 17 . 2  hours 
a week and 2 . 46 hours a day . Falling far below t elevision 
vi ewing is  playing in organized and unorganized activiti es , 
which has an average of 7 . 9  hours a week devoted to i t ; 
this amounts to 1. 13 hours per day . 
Eating takes an average of  7 . 5  hours per week , or 
1. 13 hours a day . Almost the same amount of  time , 1 .01 
hours a day , is  reportedly spent working at home . Casually 
talking and vi sit ing with fri ends , including t elephone 
conversations , occupi es 4 . 7  hours of the week ' s  t ime , or 
. 66 hours (39 minutes ) day . With 4 . 6  hours devot ed to 
homework , this activity is  reported to closely rival casual 
conversations . The sample reports spending more time 
traveling to and from school  than it spends reading for 
pleasure . Also , more time i s  spent with radios  than phono­
graphs . About three hours a week is spent at j obs away 
from home . 
In comparing these figures i t  is important to remem­
ber that these are average number of  hours . This would 
indicate higher or lower individual time values  for all 
activiti es . There are chances for much greater individual 
variation in any activi ty than the average figures indicat e .  
For example ,  times spent at t elevision viewing and playing 
differ 9 o 3  hours a week for the average of the sample ,  but 
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vi ewing time ranges from 47 to 0 hours and playing from 
44 to 0 hours ; therefore , for any given pupil 9 . 3  hours can 
be expect ed to occur frequently . 
Section IV. Time spent with parents .  Results from 
Section 1V indicate that the average number of  hours the 
members of  the sample spend with their parents is  26 . 4  
hours a week or an average of 3 . 77 hours a day . This  figure 
includes time spent at all types of activities , such as 
work , play ,  church , and television viewing . Watching t ele­
vi sion wi th one or both parents occupi es an average of  
12 . 3  hours a week. Thi s is 4 . 9  hours less than the total 
time spent viewing televi sion , which indicates that almos t  
two-thirds of the students '  viewing is  done wi t h  one or  
both parents . On an average ,  t elevi sion vi ewing occupi es 
almost half of the time the chi ldren spend with their 
parents . 
II . STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF THE DATA 
Amount of  vi ewing time . The total amount of t ime 
children spend viewing televi sion varies greatly from child 
to child,  as  is  shown in the distribution of number of  
hours of  viewing in Table  VI . 
A di stribution of the number of hours reportedly 
spent vi ewing TV for an average week i s  given on the left . 
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TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF HOURS OF VIEWING TIME 
BY SEX AND BY GRADE 
Girls Boys Entire 
Hours 7th 8th 7th 8th Sample 
45 - 47 1 l 
42 - 44 1 1 
39 - 41 1 l 1 3 
36 - 38 1 1 1 3 
33 - 35 4 1 3 8 
30 - 32 4 3 7 
27 - 29 4 2 10 2 18 
24 - 26 2 2 7 l 12 
21 - 23 4 4 6 9 23 
18 - 20 4 3 7 7 21 
15 - 17 12 6 11 7 36 
12 - 14 8 3 5 2 18 
9 - 11 6 5 3 5 19 
6 - 8 4 5 1 1 11 
3 - 5 3 3 2 8 
0 - 2 1 8 5 3 17 
Number = 58 39 68 41 206 
Range = 39 34 47 40 47 
Mean = 17 . 07 13 . 13 19 . 65 17 . 25 17 . 22 
Median = 16 . 67 13 . 0  20 . 07 17 . 71 17 . 0  
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In parallel columns to the right of this are frequency 
distributions for two main groups , boys and girls , as well  
as a frequency distribution which describes all students ' 
vi ewing time . Within each sex group a distribution is 
given for both the seventh and eighth grades . For example , 
under the column designated s eventh grade girls , 12 of the 
58 girls viewed TV from 15-17 hours per week . Inspection 
of these distributions shows important differences on the 
basis of s ex as well as grade level . The median number of 
hours sevent h grade girls watch television is  16 . 67 hours 
a week , in comparison to 13 . 0  hours for eighth grade girls 
and 20 . 07 hours for seventh grade boys . Seventh grade 
boys reported viewing the greatest amount of t elevi sion , 
with an average weekly total of 20 . 07 hours . Eighth grade 
boys view t elevision 17 . 71 hours a week , about 2 hours less  
than seventh grade boys . The eighth grade girls , with only 
13 . 0  hours , view t elevision less than any of the rest . 
This 13 hours total is j ust 4 hours less than t he median 
value of 17 hours for the entire sample .  
Relation between amount o f  viewing and restriction 
on vi ewing. Question One in Section II C was included in 
the questionnaire as a measure of the degree of parental 
restriction placed on the amount of viewing the student 
was allowed to do . For the purpos e  of stati sti cal analysis , 
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the first three possible answers to the question were 
assigned numerical values of 1 through 3 ,  depending on the 
degree of restriction the answer indi cated. To the ques­
tion , "How much TV are you allowed to watch? " the answer 
"some restriction" was assigned a "2" ; "no restriction"  
was assigned a value of " l " ; and " definite  restri ction" 
was assigned a value of 113 . " The choice in which the stu­
dent described his situation if  none of the others s eemed 
to fi t him di d not elicit a sufficiently specific - category 
of answers to be statistically treated .  
As in all correlation tables t o  follow in this  
s tudy , Table VII pres ents separate coeffici ents for girls 
and boys in both the seventh and eighth grades to show sex 
and age differences . Also given in each correlation table 
are average correlations for all g,irls and all boys as well 
as a comprehensive average correlation for all students  in 
the sample . All correlation averages throughout the study 
were obtained by using Fisher ' s  z coefficients . The number 
studied (N ) in each sex-grade group appears in parentheses 
directly below the coefficient for that group . 
To correct for the small number of classes ( cate­
gories ) in the "restriction"  variable , i t  was nec essary to 
apply Sheppard ' s  correction to each coefficient ( 12 : 360 ) . 
Inspection of Table VII shows r ' s ranging from - . 188 
to + . 280 with no significant relationship existing between 
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TABLE VII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AMOUNT OF TELEVISION VIEWING 
AND REPORTED AMOUNT OF RESTRICTION ON VIEWING 
Average 
Average Entire 
7th Grade 8th Grade 7th & 8th SamEle 
Girls - . 032 + . 280 + . 129 
N= ( 52 )  ( 38 )  ( 90 )  
- . 009 
( 183 ) 
Boys - . 105 - . 188 - . 147 
N= ( 60 )  ( 33 )  ( 93 )  
Not e :  All averages s ecured by using Fisher ' s  z 
coeffici ent s . 
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total amount of vi ewing and degree of res triction on view­
ing . This is  true when considering sex-grade groups s ep­
arately . The average r of - . 009  for the entire sample 
indicates a complete lack of correlation . Therefore , the 
hypothesi s that children not restricted. in total amount of 
TV vi ewing t end to watch it excessively is  not supported.  
Comparison of viewing time to time spent at essential 
activities . This investigation has not provided sufficient 
data to satisfactorily t es t  the hypothesis that excessive 
viewing occupi es a disproportionat e amount of children ' s 
time ( so much that they are unable to achieve a satisfac­
tory balance of activities necessary for proper health and 
for satisfactory social and mental adjustment ) .  
The results from the student ' s  weekly schedule of  
activi ties , Section III  of  the questionnaire , appear in 
Table V ,  page 61 . I t  is  seen that t elevision viewing ranks 
behind only two other activities : sleeping and att ending 
school .  Also , TV vi ewing occupi es far more time than 
recreational activities , which rank fourth . Other activ­
iti es play a lesser role in t he students '  schedule . Whether 
or not television keeps the child from a satisfactory bal­
ance of activities becomes a matter of indivi dual interpre­
tation and thus defies b eing truly tested as a hypothesis . 
Amount � viewing � city dwellers compared to 
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amount of viewing � !!£!!_-city dwellers . It has been 
hypothesized that children living in the city view a greater 
amount of television than tho s e  living in the country . The 
mean viewing time for these two groups is  presented in 
Table VIII .  Inspection reveals such an obvious s imilarity 
between average viewing time of the two groups that i t  
would not be  worthwhile t o  statistically test their dif­
ference . 
The difference between the means of these two groups 
is not sufficiently large to support or refute the hypothesis 
that children living in the city spend a greater amount of 
time viewing television than do children living in the 
country . The two groups appear to spend ess entially the 
same amount of time vi ewing TV. 
Effect of church attendance 2!! the vi ewing of vio­
lence programs . The measure the questionnaire provi des 
for d.etermining the number of violence programs vi ewed by 
members of the sample is the number of violence programs 
listed as favorite  programs . This  provides an indication 
of the total number of violence programs , based on the 
assumption that a list of favorite programs probably indi­
cates the g eneral trend of television vi ewing . Without 
proper validation of this  assumption , it is not possible 
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TABLE VIII 
A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT VIEWING 
TELEVISION BY THOSE LIVING IN THE CITY 
AND THOSE LIVING IN THE COUNTRY 
Mean viewing time 
in hours per week 
Town 
(N=lll) 
16 . 98 
Conn tr) 
(N=95 
17 . 65 
Ent ire Sample 
(N =206) 
17 . 22 
to check the original hypothesis wi th a known degree of 
accuracy ; however , with these limi tations in mind , a com­
parison of the average number of violence programs listed 
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as favorit es by those attending church weekly and the 
average for those no t attending every week provides evidence 
for qualified observati ons on the subj ect . Table IX con­
tains the data for such a comparison . The column headed 
0Att end Church Every Week" includes only students reporting 
weekly attendance ;  the co lumn headed "Do Not  Attend Every 
Week" includes those reporting monthly and yearly att end­
ance as well as those who never att end. 
Table IX indicates an inspectional difference 
b etween mean number of violence programs listed as favor­
ites by the two groups compared . The difference is mos t  
evident in the composite  averages found at the bottom o f  
the two columns . With an average of 2 . 07 ,  those who do 
not attend church every week list . 63 more violence pro­
grams among their favorites than does the group attending 
church every week . It is  also noted that there is a 
greater difference in average vi ewing of violence programs 
for the girls than there is  for the boys . 
The data suggests  a tendency for the group attending 
church to list fewer violence programs among their favorites . 
No conclusion regarding the original hypothesis is  
warranted by this data . Nevertheless , the  author feels 
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TABLE IX 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF VIOLENCE PROGRAMS LISTED AS FAVORITES 
BY STUDENTS ATTENDING CHURCH EACH WEEK COMPARED 
TO THE NUMBER OF VIOLENCE PROGRAMS LISTED 
AS FAVORITES BY THOSE NOT ATTENDING 
CHURCH EACH WEEK 
Attend Church Do Not Attend 
Every Week Every Week 
Violence Programs (N=l29} (N=67 ) 
BI Grade and Sex Girls BOIS Girls BOIS 
7th grade 1 . 1  1 . 9  2 . 0  1 . 9  
8th grade 1 . 3  1 . 5  2 . 3  2 . 1  
7th & 8th 1 . 18 1 . 75 2 . 15 2 . 0  
Girls & Boys Girls & Boys 
7th & 8th 1 . 44 2 . 07 
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that the information is  noteworthy in relation to the trends 
in the data .  
Relationship of amount of viewing to adjustment . 
The data concerning the amount of time children spend vi ew­
ing televi sion in relation to  their adjustment as j udged by 
their teachers are presented in Table X in the form of 
correlation coefficients .  The mo st noteworthy correlation 
shown in Table X is  that of the s eventh grade boys . This 
r of - . 438 is  significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence , indicating a substantial negative correlation 
between the two variables . This suggests that for this 
group , the greater the viewing time , the poorer the rated 
adj ustment . 
The correlations for the other three sex-grade 
groups are not significant . However , seventh grade boys ' 
r is  large enough to raise  the boys ' average r to - . 225 , 
significant at the five per cent l evel of confidence . In 
turn , the average r of the entire sample is sufficiently 
influenced by the relatively high seventh grade boys ' r 
to raise the total sample average r to - . 195 , a value 
significant at the one per cent level of confi dence . 
It was stated earlier , in the form of a null hypoth­
esis , that no significant relationship existed between the 
amount of vi ewing time and adjustment as j udged by teachers . 
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TABLE X 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AMOUNT OF TELEVISION VIEWING 
AND ADJUSTMENT AS JUDGED BY TEACHERS USING 
THE ULLMANN FORCED-CHOICE TEST , 
BY GRADE AND BY SEX 
Average 
Average Entire 
7th Grade 8th Grade 7th & 8th SamEle 
Girls - . 193 - . 138 - . 165 
N = ( 54 )  ( 35 )  ( 8 9 )  
- . 195* *  
{ 193 ) 
Boys - . 438 * *  + . 019 - . 225* 
N = ( 63)  (41)  ( 104) 
* 5% level of confi dence 
* * 1% level of  confidence 
This null hypothesis can be rej ected at the five per c ent 
level of confidence for all boys and at the one per c ent 
level of confidence for the seventh grade boys and the 
group as a whol e .  Rej ection o f  this hypothesis i s  inter­
preted to mean that a low but definite negative relation­
ship exists between TV viewing time and rated adjustment . 
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Relationship of amount of viewing to grade average . 
The correlational record of the relationship between 
amount of television viewing and first  semester grade 
average is presented in Table XI . The r between amount of 
viewing time and grade averages for the s eventh grade girls 
is shown to be  - . 408 , significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence .  This moderat e negative correlation suggests 
that the higher the amount of vi ewing , the lower is  the 
grade average for this group . An r of - . 149 , the average 
r for the entire group , is significant at the five per cent 
level of confidence .  Correlations for the seventh grade 
boys and the two eighth grade groups taken s eparat ely are 
not significant . 
The null hypothesis that there is no significant 
relationship between amount of tel evision viewing and grade 
averages is rej ected for the entire group on the five per 
cent level of confidence and for the seventh grade girls 
on the one per c ent level of confidence . A small but 
TABLE XI 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AMOUNT OF VIEWING AND 
FIRST SEMESTER GRADE AVERAGES , 
BY SEX AND BY GRADE 
Average 
7th Grade 8th Grade 7th & 8th 
Girls - . 408* *  + . 098 - . 171  
N = ( 55 ) ( 39 ) ( 94 ) 
Boys - . 138 - . 116 - . 127 
N = (68 ) (42 )  ( 110 ) 
* 5% level of confi dence 
* * 1% level of confi dence 
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Average 
Entire 
SamEle 
- . 149* 
(204 ) 
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definite  negative relationship exists b etween vi ewing time 
and grades . The magnitude is  insuffici ent for us e in 
individual prediction as a single variable but is sugges­
tive regarding group trends . 
Relationship of amount of viewing to intelligence . 
Table XII pres ents correlation coefficients as indications 
of the degree of relationship b etween amount of television 
viewing and tested intelligence using the S . R . A .  Primary 
Mental Abilities Test . Five significant correlations are 
shown , all of them significant at the one per c ent level 
of confidence .  Of these five , two are for the eighth 
grade . The eighth grade girls ' r is - . 680 , and the eighth 
grade boys have an r of - . 398 . The correlations in the 
seventh grade are no t significant , but the average correla­
tion for the girls and the average correlation for the boys 
are significant at the one per c ent level of confidence 
with r ' s  of - . 477 and - . 267 , respectively . The r of - . 357 , 
the average for the entire sample ,  is  also significant at 
the one per cent level of confidence .  
The null hypothesis that there i s  no significant 
relationship between viewing t ime and int elligence can be 
rej ected on the one per cent level of confi dence for the 
entire sample consi dered as a whole  and for the eighth 
grade group . The negative correlations suggest that for 
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TABLE XII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE AMOUNT OF TELEVISION VIEWING 
AND INTELLIGENCE , BY SEX AND BY GRADE 
Average 
Average Entire 
7th Grade 8th Grade 7th & 8th Sam:ele 
Girls - . 125 - . 680* * - . 477* *  
N = ( 54 ) ( 35 ) (89)  
- . 405* *  
( 193 ) 
Boys - . 134 - . 398* *  - . 267* *  
N = ( 63 )  (41 ) ( 104) 
* * 1% level of confi dence 
these groups the less the vi ewing time the higher the 
tested intelligence . 
As a further test of the relationship b etween the 
amount of vi ewing t ime and int elligence ,  a comparison was 
made of the mean (M) viewing times of the top thirty and 
bottom thirty students in t erms of intelligence scores . 
The group at the top of the intelligence scale included 
all students with an IQ of 120 and. above . The data are 
presented in Table XIII . 
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Inspection of Table XIII reveals no significant 
difference appearing in the means of the two groups . For 
further comparison , the means of the entire sample appear 
in the column to the extreme right . The simi larity between 
the M of 18 . l  hours per week for the top int ellig ence group 
and the M of 17 . 7  hours per week for the bottom group would 
suggest that wi thin these groups intelligence does not 
appear to significant ly affect the amount of time spent 
viewing t elevision or vi ce versa .  
Comparison of records of � and bottom t en per cent 
of group in terms of vi ewing time . As a further t est of 
the int er-relationship of time spent vi ewing t elevision 
and the group of variables previously t ested for correla­
tion with the amount of viewing , a comparison of means is 
shown in Table XIV . The record of the top ten per cent and 
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TABLE XIII 
A COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE VIEWING TIME OF THE 
TOP THIRTY AND THE BOTTOM THIRTY STUDENTS 
IN TERMS OF INTELLIGENCE SCORES 
Vi ewing time in 
hours per week 
Top 30 
( IQ=l20 
& above ) 
Girls Boys 
N=l2 N=l8 
15 . 8  19 . 7  
18 . l  
Bottom 30 
( IQ=94 
& b elow) 
Girls Boys 
N=l5 N = l5 
16 . 4  19 . l  
17 . 7  
Entire Sample 
(Mean IQ=l06 ) 
Girls Boys 
N=97 N =l09 
17 . 2  19 . 6  
18 . 5  
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TABLE XIV 
A COMPARISON OF THE RECORDS OF THE TOP TEN PER CENT 
AND LOWEST TEN PER CENT OF THE SAMPLE IN TERMS 
OF AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT VIEWING TELEVISION 
Mean Score of Mean Score of Entire 
Highest  100,ib Lowest 10% Sample 
( 30 hrs . or more)  (4  hrs . or les s )  
(N=23) (N=23) (N=206) 
Viewing time in 
hours per week 35 . 26 1 . 39 17 . 22 
Adjustment test 18 . 70 18 . 44 20 . 04 
IQ 105 . 05 105 . 48 105 . 66 
Grade Average 
( C=5 ) 5 . 53 5 . 76 5 . 77 
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lowest ten per c ent of the sample was chosen for compari son 
becaus e of the extremely wide difference in amount of view­
ing time . Theoretically , if a marked linear relationship 
existed , a compari son of  thes e  records would reveal a 
significant difference in the average scores of the high 
and low viewing groups . If there were no great difference 
in the scores of the two groups , it would suggest a lack 
of significant linear relationship . Any curvilinear 
relationship that might exist would , of  course , escape 
detection by this method.  
An inspectional comparison of  the records of the 
top ten per cent and lowest t en per cent of the sampl e in 
terms of amount of time spent viewing television suggests 
a lack of significant difference in the average ratings of 
these two groups on any of the four variables . In fact , 
a comparison of the ratings of these two groups with the 
mean ratings of the entire sample shows a remarkable 
similarity . Only in the case of the t eachers ' rating of 
adj ustment is  there a difference .  
The average adj ustment score for the top t en per 
cent is 18 . 70 ,  and the average score for the lowest ten 
per cent is 18 . 44 .  The average score for the entire sample 
is slightly higher , at 20 . 04 .  A lack of similari ty in this 
direction might suggest that the highest and lowest t en per 
cent of the sample in terms of viewing time appear to be  
less well adjust ed ( as perceived by t eachers ) than is the 
average of the entire sample . 
Relationship between number of violence programs 
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and rated adjustment . The relationship existing between 
the number of violence programs listed as favorit e programs 
and adjustment as j udged by t eachers was t ested for signi­
ficance by correlational procedures . The correlat ion 
coefficients are contained in Table XV. Sheppard ' s  correc­
tion for coarse grouping has been appli ed to these corre­
lations . 
The most  outstanding correlation shown in Table XV 
i s  the r of - . 751 for the eighth grade girls . It  is 
significant well beyond the one per cent level of confidence 
and indi cates a marked relationship between the two varia­
bles for this group . This high negative correlation sug­
gests that for thi s  group of eighth grade girls the higher 
their rated adjustment , the lower the number of violence 
programs listed as their  favorites . For sevent h grade 
girls and boys and the eighth grade boys , significant 
correlations do not exi s t ; however , the average r for all 
girls , at - . 491 , and the average r of - . 344 for the entire 
sample are significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence .  
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TABLE XV 
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF VIOLENCE PROGRAMS 
LISTED AS FAVORITE PROGRAMS AND ADJUSTMENT AS 
JUDGED BY TEACHERS , BY SEX AND BY GRADE 
Average 
Average Entire 
7th Grade 8th Grade 7th & 8th SamEle 
Girls - . 177 - . 751 * *  - . 491* *  
N = ( 55 ) ( 36 ) ( 91 ) 
- . 344* *  
( 198 ) 
Boys - . 086 - . 213 - . 147 
N = ( 66 ) ( 41 ) ( 107 ) 
* * 1% level of confidence 
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The significant coefficients for the eighth grade 
girls , the girls ' averag e ,  and the average of the four 
s ex-grade groups make it pos sible to rej ect the null 
hypothesis for these groups at the one per cent level of  
confidence . The null hypothesis contended that there is 
no significant relationship b etween the number of violence 
programs list ed as favorite programs and adjustment as 
rated by t eachers . However , it  cannot be concluded on the 
basis of this evidence that poor adjustment results in the 
choosing of a large number of violence programs or that 
viewing violence programs causes poor adjustment . The 
correlat ion coeffici ent merely indi cates the degree of  
relationship existing between variab les , not cause and 
effect relationships . 
Relationship between number of violence programs 
and amount of guidance received in program choic e .  The 
degree of guidance received by the s tudent s was measured 
by Questions Two and Five in Section II  of the question­
naire (Appendix A ) . Values from one through three were 
assigned the answers . When combined , a high of six was 
possible and a low of two was assured . Values were as­
signed answers to  Question Two as follows : a ,  3 ;  b ,  2 ;  
and c ,  1 .  Question Five was assigned the following 
values : a ,  l ;  b ,  3 ;  and c ,  2 .  
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The number of violence programs li sted. as favorites 
has been correlated wi th the amount of guidance reportedly 
received in the choice of programs . The coefficients for 
this relationship are shown in Table XVI . 
The only correlation of  notable  magnitude is  the 
- . 580 for the eighth grade girls . This moderately high 
coefficient , significant on the one per c ent level of 
confidence , indicates a substantial relationship b etween 
the variables for this group of girls . It  could be  inferred 
from the marked negative relationship that the greater the 
degree of guidanc e  in program choice , the fewer the number 
of violence programs they list as favorites . 
Coefficients for the s eventh grade and the eighth 
grade boys are not significant . However , the one subs tan­
tial r raises the average r of the girls to - . 340 , signi­
ficant at the one per c ent level of confidence .  This 
carries over into the average r of - . 186 for the sample 
so that with the large N it also is  significant at the 
one per cent level of confi dence .  Thus , the null hypoth­
esis that there is no relationship between number of  
violence programs listed as  favorites and amount of guid­
ance in choosing programs can be  rej ected at the one per 
cent level of confidence for three groups : the sample as 
a who l e ,  the girls of  the sample , and especially the 
eighth grade girls . 
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TABLE XVI 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF VIOLENCE PROGRAMS 
LISTED AS FAVORITE PROGRAMS AND THE REPORTED 
AMOUNT OF GUIDANCE RECEIVED IN THE CHOICE 
OF PROGRAMS , BY SEX AND BY GRADE 
Average r 
Average r Entire 
7th Grade 8th Grade 7th & 8th Sam2le 
Girls - . 037 - . 580* *  - . 340* *  
N = ( 54 )  ( 34 )  (88 ) 
- . 186* *  
(200 ) 
Boys - . 009 - . 037 - . 023 
N = (62 ) (40 )  ( 102 ) 
* * 1% level of confidence 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The purpose  of this study was to investigate some 
effects of t elevision viewing on the s eventh and eighth 
grade stuaents of Chehalis ,  Washington . In order to 
accomplish this , it  was necessary to determine ( 1 )  how 
much time the students in this group spend viewing t ele­
vi sion ; ( 2 )  how thi s  time compares with the amount of  
time they spend at  all other activities ; ( 3 )  what televi­
sion programs are their favorit es ; ( 4 )  how much guidance 
they receive in their vi ewing ; ( 5 )  the relationship of 
church attendance to the quali ty o f  programs viewed ; 
( 6 )  the role of living in the city or the country as 
related to the amount of vi ewing ; and ( 7 )  if statistically 
significant relationships exist between the amount and 
quality of viewing and such factors as adjustment , int el­
ligence , academic achi evement , and guidance in t elevision 
viewing . 
I .  SUMMARY 
The complete investigation can best be  concluded 
by presenting a summary of the lit erature and a summary 
of the study itself as two s eparate but related parts . 
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Summary of the Lit erature 
Today , almost every child in the country either has 
television in hi s home or has access to it . In 1955 , 
approximately thirty-three mi llion homes had TV , and in 
1959 the number had increased to forty million , or 86 per 
cent of American homes . Several studies show sixth , 
sevent h ,  and eighth graders to b e  the heavi est vi ewers . 
These pupils are reported to  spend between twenty and 
thirty hours a week with television . 
It appears that boys and girls spend about the same 
amount of time viewing and that t he amount of viewing for 
bo th s exes t ends to decrease from early to lat e  adoles­
cenc e .  However , the amount of  viewing does no t change as 
much as does the choice of programs . Elementary chi ldren 
prefer programs filled with action ; junior high youths 
stress vari ety and suspense ;  and those  in high school 
consider the informational aspects  of the program as well 
as qualities of production and writing . Program prefer­
ences among teenagers do not greatly differ from one 
socio-economic level to the next . 
The choice of  the programs chi ldren view is  deter­
mined partly by preference but also by the variety of  
programming available . Some writers feel that little 
choice can be made in the type of program because the 
networks generally offer the same basic types at any given 
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time . Also , there has been a t endency in the past few 
years to present an increasing number of violence programs , 
especially "adult"  Westerns . Many of  these violence pro­
grams rank high as teenage favorites . 
The guidance children receive varies greatly in 
amount and kind . More guidance is  given in the form of 
restriction of total viewing time than in the quali ty of 
programs viewed . Parents  are reported to give elementary 
school  children more guidance than they do older children . 
Many writers contend that the ill eff ects of  television 
viewing could b e  eliminated by proper supervi sion of  chil­
dren ' s  vi ewing . 
Most authors agree that if chi ldren vi ew television 
as recommended by eye specialists , eyesight will  not be 
damaged . They also feel that only an excessive amount of  
viewing could prevent children from participating in a 
sufficient amount of recreational activity.  
One study indi cated that some children read less 
than they di d before the advent of TV and that other chil­
dren read more . In addition , complaints from parents and 
t eachers that television has caused children to read less 
have decreas ed in past  years . Another study indicated 
that twenty hours of vi ewing a week did no t adversely 
affect reading or achi evement . In fact , some evidence 
suggests that television viewing increases children ' s  
vocabularies , especially those of primary children . Most  
data concerning the  effect of t elevision on academi c 
achi evement are inconclusive . 
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Reports referring to t elevision ' s  effect on family 
life indicate that TV owners stay at home more since 
acquiring t elevisi on , but not all writers agree that tele­
vis ion vi ewing contributes to favorable family relations . 
In fact , surveys show that famili es wi th chi ldren , e spe­
cially if there is at least five years difference in chil­
dren ' s  ages , have frequent confli ct over choice of pro­
grams . Many parents  report that TV interferes with family 
meals . 
Television has b een severely criticized as a stim­
ulation to delinquency . Many experts feel that programs 
featuring aggression and violence encourage children to 
perform aggressive acts . Some writers suggest that only 
children already s erious ly disturbed wi ll be affected 
adversely by violence on t elevision . Still others ass ert 
that it cannot be  proved that delinquency can actually 
be attribut ed to TV sinc e it is only one of many sources 
of stimulation .  
Most writers acknowledge that t elevision ' s  offer­
ings are not all undesirable , but they also show concern 
for its over-all effect on children ' s  adj ustment and 
character . Undesirable  effects cited include the beli efs 
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that constant entertainment of children pro duces "depend­
ence and passivity" ;  children vicariously live experiences 
on television too early in life , causing "premature matu­
rity" ; they may become stereotyped in their moral j udgments ; 
and they can develop a "callousness "  from this "subtle form 
of brainwashing . "  However , o ther authors indicate that 
children ' s  disturbances generally result from interpersonal 
relationships and not from televis ion . 
Guidance in television vi ewing is suggested as the 
best way to help chi ldren receive the greatest number of 
benefits from this medium and to avoid its  undesirable 
effects . Such guidance would insure that children do not 
spend an excessive amount of t ime with t elevi sion and would 
also gui de them to choose programs with di scretion . 
A fuller understanding of the problem requires 
recogni tion of  the difficulty the t elevision producer has 
in attempting to satisfy the audi ence and the sponsor , 
avoid criticism ,  and remain within cost and time require­
ment s .  Even so , i t  is the responsibi lity of the broad­
caster to present programs which do not affect children 
adversely . Television has no official censor ; inst ead 
it reli es indirectly on the public ' s  support and criticism 
in j udging the success of a pres entation . 
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Sunnnary of t he Study 
Most  of the data for this investigation were acquired 
through the use of a questionnaire adminis tered to the 
sample of 206 seventh and eighth grade students by their 
homeroom t eachers . Thi s group consisted of 120 s eventh 
graders and 86 eighth graders ; by sex ,  it was compos ed of  
95  girls and 111 boys . Teachers rated the  adj ustment of 
each pupi l in their homeroom class with the Ullmann Forced­
Choice Test . Also , int elligence scores and first s emester 
class grades were s ecured from the students '  cumulative 
records . 
Data from the guestionnaire : personal information . 
The study sample showed 111 students living in the city 
and 93 living in the country . Also , 148 reported activity 
in at least one organi zation , with 57 not participating . 
Generally good c hurch attendance is  indicated by the fact 
that 129 of the student sample att end every week and only 
17 reported never attending . 
The students reported low parti cipation in intra­
murals , with less  than one-third active in that area . They 
indicated high activity , however , in unorgani zed recreation .  
Results further showed that 89 per cent of the s tu­
dents reported having t elevision in their homes ; 16 students 
have two sets . Only 23 students do not have TV . Over half 
of the sample views t elevision regularly and 18 reported 
almost never viewing . This  reveals that 5 of tho se  not 
having TV at home occasionally must vi ew it elsewhere .  
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Data from t he questionnaire : vi ewing habits . The 
data presented in Section I I  reveal a fairly dis tinct 
television profil e .  The sample has viewed television for 
an average of four years . Maverick is  distinct ly their 
favorite program , with American Bandstand second , Dick 
Clark � third , and 77 Sunset Strip fourth . The students  
included 10 violence programs in their top 20 , compared to  
7 listed by the national t elevision audience .  The amount 
of  guidance in vi ewing received by the group varies . Most  
of the children have some restrictions placed on their 
vi ewing , but a disturbingly large number have entirely no 
restriction on the amount of viewing . By far the greatest 
portion of t he viewers are complet ely free to choose  their 
own programs . Only twenty-five of them listed programs 
they were not permitted to view. Although not entirely 
consistent with the other information , thirty-five persons 
reported that with the help of other persons they planned 
a schedule of viewing . I t  i s  evi dent t hat the sample is  
not entirely uninfluenced by guidance , but it  i s  also clear 
that the majority of the sample is  free to choose programs 
without advice or help from anyone , and a large number of 
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them are completely unrestricted in the amount of t elevision 
they can view. 
Certain general televi sion viewing traits  appear 
significant . Firs t , almost half of the vi ewers g enerally 
know what programs they want to view even before the pro­
grams are present ed . Such prior knowledg e  of t elevision 
offering might result from one of these situations : fol­
lowing a preplanned viewing schedule , an almost automatic 
routine of viewing , or from select ive viewing of favorites 
only . Second,  two-thirds of the vi ewers always choose 
programs they personally feel are enjoyable or ent ertain­
ing . Only one-sixth of the vi ewers sometimes s elected 
c ertain programs in hopes of getting more than entertain­
ment from them. From this it  can be  inferred that for mo st 
of the sampl e ,  televi sion viewing is primari ly intended to 
be an entertaining experience ,  since their choices are 
based entirely on the entertainment qualiti es of the show. 
Third , more than half of the sample elects to  discont inue 
viewing if they do not care for any of t he programs offered 
during the time they are before the set , but a si zeab le 
number are cont ent to  continue vi ewing anything that hap­
pens to be on , regardless of what it may b e .  The latt er 
group appears to be viewing merely for the sake of vi ewing , 
for they no longer are even being entertained .  And fourth , 
being prevented from viewing a certain program because 
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another ' s  choice is being viewed is a problem which occurs 
"only seldom" for about half of  the sample . N evertheless , 
conflict in vi ewing is a real problem for more than one­
fourth of t he group . A good plan to resolve thi s  prob lem 
might well do more than reduce friction . 
Data from the questionnaire : activities . Students 
report an average of nine hours of sleep each night . They 
also spend 6 . 5  hours each weekday in school and an average 
of 2 . 46 hours a day vi ewing TV. Only 1 . 13 hours a day are 
spent in active recreation , and lesser amounts are devoted 
to each of the other activities . The reported average of 
only 39 minut es spent in casual conversation , whi ch 
includes tel ephone conversations , is b elieved to b e  a very 
conservative figure , especially in the light of the fact 
that they reported spending the same amount of time working 
on homework each day . They report ed attending church and 
Sunday school 2 hours each week , a seemingly high average 
for the whole group until this  is compared wi th the 2 . 1  
hours a week spent list ening to the phonograph and 3 . 6  
hours a week listening to t he radio . 
Data from the questionnaire : time with parents . 
An average of 26 . 4  hours a week is spent by the students  
with their parents . Of this , 12 . 3  hours are spent vi ewing 
television . Three-fourths of the students '  vi ewing i s  
done wi th their parent s ,  but even more important , almost  
half of  the total time these children spend wi th their 
parents is occupi ed vi ewing t elevision . 
Statistical Treatment of the Data 
- -- -
Because s ex and age differences often exist  in 
children ' s  viewing habits , a fully accurate analysis of 
the data required s eparate s tatistical treatment of data 
for each s ex-age group in t he sample . Analysi s  of data 
for the group as a whole  was accomplished by combining 
the statistical findings for all four s ex-ag e  groups . 
The ent ire sample views t elevi sion an average of  
17 . 0  hours a week . Seventh grade boys view TV more than 
any other sex-age group with a median of 20 . 07 hours a 
week , and the eighth grade girls are low , wi th only 13 . 0  
hours a week . The total range of viewing time i s  from a 
low of 0 hours of viewing , for t en persons , to  a high of 
47 hours for one boy . 
Stati stical analysis of the data indicated t he 
following results with reference to the positively stated 
hypotheses of this study : 
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Hypothesis ( 1 ) : Chi ldren not restricted in total 
amount of televi sion viewing tend to watch it exc essively . 
Results : A correlation study revealed that the 
relationship existing between total amount of  viewing and 
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amount of restric tion was not significant when consi dering 
sex-age groups separately or when consi dering the r of  
- . 009 for the group as  a who l e .  Therefore , this hypothesis 
was no t supported.  
Hypothesis ( 2 ) : Excessive vi ewing occupies a dis­
proportionat e amount of children ' s  time , so much they are 
unable to  achieve a satisfactory balance of activit ies 
necessary for proper health and for satisfactory social 
and mental adjustment . 
Results : This investigation did not reveal the 
type of data necessary to stati stically test this hypoth­
esis .  However , TV viewing was found to rank third in t ime 
consumption behind sleeping and school attendance ,  which 
might be  interpreted as evidence towards di sproportionate 
time spent televi ewing . 
Hypothesis ( 3) :  Chi ldren living in the city spend 
a greater amount of t ime viewing television than do chi l­
dren living in the country . 
Results : A comparison of the mean viewing time 
revealed a marked simi larity in the amount of time these 
two groups spend viewing t elevision . The difference 
between means is not suffici ently large to support the 
hypothesis . Thi s comparison suggests t hat the two groups 
spend essentially the same amount of time vi ewing tele­
vision . 
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Hypothesis (4 ) :  Chi ldren who att end church and 
Sunday school every week are less apt to watch programs 
featuring violence than are those  who do not att end church 
and Sunday school every week . 
Results :  Chi ldren attending church every Sunday 
t end to list fewer violence programs among their list of  
favorit es than do those not attending every week , but it  
cannot b e  established that chi ldren actually follow a 
pattern of viewing indicated by a list of their favorit e  
programs . Therefore , no conclusion regarding this hypoth­
esis can be  made with a known degree of confidence . 
The null hypotheses were t ested with the following 
results : 
Null hypothesis ( 1 ) : There is  no significant 
relationship between total times spent viewing television 
and adjustment as judged by teachers . 
Results :  This hypothesis was rej ected at the one 
per c ent level of confidenc e for the s eventh grade boys on 
the basi s of a correlation coefficient of - . 438 . The 
average r for the boys in the sample is signifi cant at the 
five per cent l evel and the average r for the four sex-age 
groups is significant at the one per cent level of  confi­
dence .  The rej ection of this hypothesi s indicates that a 
definit e  negative relationship exists between the two 
variables , vi ewing time and adjustment : the less time 
spent vi ewing the better t he rat ed adjustment . 
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Null hypothesis ( 2 ) : There is  no significant rela­
tionship between total t ime spent viewing t elevision and 
academic achievement . 
Results : It  was possible to rej ect this hypothesis 
at the five per cent level of confidence for the entire 
sample . An r of - . 408 for the s eventh grade girls s hows 
that within that group a marked relationship exists be­
tween the two variables . Thi s negative correlation sug­
gests that the higher the vi ewing time the lower the 
achievement . 
Null hypothesis ( 3 ) : There is no significant rela­
tionship between total time spent viewing t elevision and 
intelligence .  
Results : Rej ect ion is  made at the one per cent 
level for all groups except t he seventh grade class . The 
eighth grade correlations are particularly significant 
since they come well wi thin the one per cent level of con­
fidence . Greater amounts o f  viewing time is  indicative of 
lower grades . However , a second comparison of the average 
amount of vi ewing for the top thirty and bottom thirty 
students of the sample in t erms of int elligence scores 
revealed no significant difference between the two means . 
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This suggests that the general trend for the entire group 
is not applicable to the extremes .  
Also a comparison was made of the mean adjustment 
ratings , IQ ' s ,  and grade averages of the highest ten per 
cent and the lowest t en per c ent of the group in t erms of  
viewing time . In every instance the difference between 
mean scores was insignificant . 
Null hypothesis ( 4 ) : There is  no significant rela­
tionship between the number o f  vio lence programs listed 
as favorite programs and psychological adjustment as j udged 
by teachers . 
Results :  This hypothesis i s  rej ected at the one per 
cent level of  confidence for the entire sample . An excep­
tionally significant relationship exi sts between variables 
within the eighth grade girls group , where an r of  - . 751 
exist s .  This , o f  course , suggests a trend towards poorer 
rated adjustment b eing associated wi th the selection of 
more violence programs as favorites . 
Null hypothesis ( 5 ) : There is no significant rela­
tionship between the number of violence programs lis ted 
as favorite programs and the amount of guidance received 
in the choices of programs . 
Results :  The null hypothesis  can be rej ect ed at 
the one per cent level of confidence with particular 
emphasis on the eighth grade girls . Individually the 
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other three sex-age groups ' correlations are not signifi­
cant , but the one highly significant r rais es the average r 
for the entire sample to significance .  A rather surprising 
interpretation , nec essi tated by the evidence , is that the 
more direction in vi ewing , t he greater the selection of 
violence programs as favorites . 
II . DISCUSSION 
Although this study do es not provide conclusive 
evidenc e regarding the effects  of television vi ewing on 
young adolescents , it reveals the complexity of t he prob­
lem , and c ertain trends in the research results appear to  
substantiate the findings of o thers . When studying the 
effects of t elevision a tremendous number of variables 
must be  taken into account , as well as chance error whi ch 
often· enters into the gathering of data .  Qualifications 
must be placed on the data in terms of limitations exist­
ing in the data gathering instrument , the questionnaire , 
and in the accuracy of the students '  s elf descriptions . 
It is  not possible to i solate t elevision ' s  effects 
as a single factor in children ' s  lives ; it is  interwoven 
into their complex of experiences . Within t he limits  of  
studying TV as a single variab le , this study was an att empt 
to discover the students ' vi ewing habits and investigate 
the degree of relationship existing between this variable 
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and certain other variables i dentified with the s tudents .  
If and when significant relat ionships were discovered , 
these did not prove television caused such relationships , 
only that t elevision was associated with the variable and 
might b e  one determining variable , one among other factors . 
Perhaps researchers will include many of  t hese relevant 
determining variables in future studi es , using complex 
factorial design and analysi s  of variance ,  in order to see  
how the interaction of  t elevision with other variables 
affects  young adolescents ' behavior . 
The author has recognized limi tations of the infor­
mation gathered by the questionnaire . The s tudents were 
expected to complete it honestly and accurately , but no 
check could expedi ently be made on the validity of the 
data. Battin ' s  survey , cited in the revi ew, supplies some 
evidence regarding t he accuracy of children ' s  reports of 
their vi ewing habits . He first asked the chi ldren in his 
sample to estimat e  t he number of hours they spent vi ewing 
TV . He then gave them a diary in which they recorded their 
actual viewing time over a seven-day period . The diary 
reports were within one or two hours of the original 
estimates in 86 per cent of the cases . In only one per 
cent of the cases was there a discrepancy of more than 
four hours ( 2 : 2-3) . 
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Assuming that the students were as honest and 
accurate as possible , i t  was , nevertheless , observed that 
complete accuracy was not possible for students with dif­
ficulties in simple ,  basic arithmeti c .  Such stud.en t s  were 
unable to accurately complete the weekly schedule o f  
activit ies which supplied the figures for total amount o f  
vi ewing a s  well a s  time spent a t  other activiti es . The 
author also recognizes that the part o f  the questionnaire 
used to measure guidance in viewing was not suffici ently 
definitive . The amount of restriction placed on vi ewing 
was measured with only one question , allowing a choice of  
only three degrees of  restriction . A similar situation 
existed in measuring guidance in the choice  of  programs . 
Even with recognition of limi tations of  the dat a ,  
this s tudy reveals certain noteworthy trends . Time spent 
televiewing far exceeds all other activities except sleep 
and school att endance .  An activity occupying such a great 
amount of time undoubt edly has some effect on children . 
There is slight tendency for a high amount of t elevision 
vi ewing to b e  associated with poor adj ustment , as rated 
by teachers ; lower academic achievement ; and lower intel­
ligenc e .  The choosing o f  a greater number o f  violence 
programs as favori tes is related to  poorer church att end­
ance and poorer rated adj ustment . 
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The sample as a whol e  vi ews TV less than the nation ' s  
average seventh and eighth graders do ; however , many stu­
dents report viewing television excessively . Although most  
students report some restric tion on t he amount of t elevi­
sion t hey are allowed to view ,  the maj ority report receiving 
no guid.ance in the choice of programs to view. Even though 
research is currently inconclusive concerning t elevision ' s  
effects on chi ldren , the little evidence that i s  available 
has led to the assumption that excessive viewing in general 
and/or excessive vi ewing of violence programs has adverse 
effects on some children . The assumption suggests  a need 
for a constructive program of guidance by parents as well 
as t eachers . A fully successful program of guidance would 
involve parents and children cooperatively planning a 
reasonably flexible schedule of  viewing which would provide 
for a balanced program of activities . Also , more teachers 
and parents should help children gain the great est good 
from t elevision by working with them in t he development 
of critical judgment for use in choosing programs wi th 
di scretion . 
Parent s and teachers should reali ze that young 
adolescents are still children ; although maturing rapi dly 
and no longer as dependent as before , they perhaps need 
adult guidance and direction now more than in previous 
years . An activity occupying as much time as television 
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vi ewing cannot b e  left to chance ,  especially in vi ew of 
the dual potential of the medium. It is evi dent that 
youth will respond to t elevision , but will responsible 
adults accept the challenge of insuring that the response 
chi ldren make to TV wi ll no t be  deleterious , but instead 
will enrich and inspire as well as entertain? 
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INFORMATION PLEASE 
Grade Date 
---
------
The purpose  of this  series of questions is to provide 
information for educational research about students and their 
TV life.  The students of the Seventh and Eighth Grades at the 
R. E. Bennett School have been selected to repres ent students 
of your age level . As one of these students your complete 
cooperation is needed in completing thi s questionnaire accu­
rately and correctly . 
The study is interested mainly in results from the group 
as a whole .  This is  not a test . Your answers wi ll no t affect 
you or your grades . Be as honest and accurate as possible .  
Please complete everything that concerns you.  
SECTION I PERSON TO PERSON 
Mark an X in front of  the correct answers to the question in 
this  section . 
1 .  Do you live in town or in the country? 
town country 
2 .  In which of the following organization are you active? 
Scouts Rainbow Hobby Club ---
4-H ---Church Youth Group ---None of these 
(If you belong to organized groups other than these , 
list them :  
3 .  How often do you attend church o r  Sunday School? 
__ every week about once a month 
___ once a year never 
4 .  Do you take an active part in after-school  intramural 
sports? 
Yes No 
LNote : The original questionnaire was not divided in the 
same manner as it is pres ented in this Append.ix . In an effort 
to limit the number of pages in the instrument admini stered to 
the students , the questionnaire was mimeographed on four sheets 
of legal size paper (8�14 )�7 
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5 .  In which of t he following unorganized recreational 
activities do you take active part? 
hunting skiing skating horseback riding 
:::fishing :::hiking �bowling -none of these 
( If you take part in other types of unorganized recrea­
tion (not team sports )  than those mentioned here , list 
them :  . )  
6 .  How many TV sets do you have in your home? 
none one two more than two 
( If you do not have TV in your home but watch it else­
where ,  indi cate the approximat e number of hours a week 
you watch it . �hours a week ) 
7 .  Roughly speaking , how often do you watch TV? 
�regularly �-occasionally almost never 
(Those persons who " almost never " watch TV cannot accurately 
answer the questions in Section II . Those persons now go 
ahead to the activity schedule ( Sect ion III ) on page 4 and 
complete that . )  
SECTION II THIS IS YOUR (TV) LIFE 
A .  Approximately how many years have you been watching TV? 
_years 
B .  What are your favorit e  TV programs? List the program you 
like best as number one and continue on down in the order 
of your choice . ( If you need help with program names , see 
the list attached to t he back of this questionnaire . ) 
1 .  3 .  
2 .  4 .  
c .  There are four possible answers t o  each of the s even ques­
tions below. Mark an X before the statement which to 
you is the best answer . 
1 .  How much TV are you allowed to watch? 
a .  I may watch TV as much as I want t o  after I have 
completed my homework and all other work I have 
to do . 
b .  
c .  
d .  
I may watch TV as much as I want to , at any 
time I care to do so . 
The amount of TV I am allowed to watch is  
definit ely limited to certain times . 
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None of the above descriptions fit my situation . 
( If so , bri efly describe your situation : 
--
-. ..... ) 
------------------------------------------
2 .  How much freedom do you have to choos e  whi ch programs 
you will watch? 
a .  
b .  
c .  
d .  
I am allowed t o  watch only the programs others 
have chosen for me . 
There are only a few programs I am not allowed 
to watch .  ( If so , name one o f  them : 
-
-
-
--.-) 
""'I-am--f .... r_e_e_t_o_c_h_o_o_s_e__,t .... h_e_p_r_o_g_r_am--s-...I_w_an__,t,.._t,...o--
wa tch . 
None of the above fits me . ( If so , describe 
your situation : �--------------------------- · )  
3 .  How do you decide what program t o  watch? 
a .  
b .  
c .  
d .  
I generally know what program I want to s ee 
before that program comes on . 
I generally watch what ever happens to come on , 
regardless of what it might be . 
As I begin watching , I generally consult a TV 
guide or schedule to  help me decide what to 
watch. 
My si tuation is none of the ones mentioned above . 
( If so , describe your situation : 
-
-
-
-
---.
-) 
--------------------------------------------�
4 .  What is the basis of your program selections? 
a .  I usually follow the decisions or advi ce of  
others . 
b .  I always choos e  programs I personally feel are 
most  enjoyable and ent ertaining . 
c .  Sometimes I choose  c ertain programs because I 
hope to get more than ent ertainment from t hem. 
d .  None of the above fits  me . (If so , explain the 
basis of your selections : 
------------------------
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5 .  How much advi ce and help in choosing programs do you 
get from others (parents , teachers , etc . ) ?  
a .  I select my own programs without help from 
anyone . 
b .  With the help of others I plan a schedule of 
TV viewing . 
c .  Others occasionally di scourage me from watching 
certain programs they feel are not best  for me 
and encourage me to watch programs that they 
feel I will  benefit from . 
d .  My si tuation is not given above . ( If so , des­
cribe your si tuation : 
�������������----
6 .  If you are b efore the TV set and you realize there is  
nothing on  that you care for -- what do you do? 
a .  
b .  
c .  
-d . 
Continue to watch aft er choosing a program whi ch 
may not be  too bad . 
Watch whatever happens to come on regardless of  
what it  may be . 
Discontinue watching TV . 
None of  the above . ( If so , describe what you 
would do : . )  
7 .  How often are you prevented from s eeing a program you 
want to see because another member of the family i s  
watching another program at that time? 
never seldom _quite often _very often 
SECTION III HOW YOUR WEEK IS SPENT 
This is your personal schedule  and only you can complet e 
it  accurately .  Don ' t  b e  concerned wi th what o thers put down . 
Pl ease show in the column under each day the number of hours 
you spend at the activi ties li sted in the column to the l eft . 
It  is recommended that you try to complet e one day ' s 
column before going on to the next . Total the number of hours 
for each day at the bo ttom of each day ' s column . If too many 
hours or not enough hours have been indicated for any one day 
please review your figures and adjust them as best you can .  
Remember , thes e wi ll only b e  approximate times during an 
average week . You wi ll not have entries for each activity 
every day of the week . rr-time spent at an activity could be  
listed under several categories , try to choose the  most appro­
priate one , but show it only onc e .  Each day should total 
approximately 24 hours . 
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Sun . Mon . Tues . Wed . Thur . Fri . Sat . 
Sleeping 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � . . . . . . . . . . 
Eating (not counting 
lunch at school )  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . � 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Attending school 
( including lunch) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . � 
. . . . 
� . . . . . . . . . . 
Traveling to and from 
school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Working on homework 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • le • • 
•
 
. 
. . 
Reading for pleasure 
(books , magazines , etc . ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Working at home ( such as 
doing dishes , chores ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  f. • • • •  
Working away from home 
( paper rout es , baby 
sitting , etc . ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Playing in unorgani zed 
activi ties as well as 
organi zed sports (not 
during regular school 
hours ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � . 
Watching TV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Li stening to a phonograph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Li stening to the radio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Casually talking and 
visiting wi th fri ends 
( telephone conversation 
includ ed) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
� . 
• • 
• • • • 
. � . . . . . . 
• 
• 
Church and Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
. . . 
Mi scellaneous 
( anything not 
above ) 
activities 
included 
. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total hours in each day 
. 
. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
• 
It • 
. . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . 
. 
. . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
• 
lo • 
lo
 •
•
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SECTION IV (Times shown here wi ll  be indicated  in above 
schedule also ) 
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat . . . . . • 
Watching TV with one or 
both parents 
. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total time spent with 
parents at all types of  
activities (such as work , 
play , church , TV) 
( This is a list of commonly watched TV programs . It definitely 
is not a list of all the programs offered -- even your favorite 
program may not be  here . You do not need to limit your choice 
of favorites to thes e .  This list is to be used only if you 
need help with the name of a certain program . ) 
SUNDAY 
Morning 
Bible Puppets 
Basketball 
Afternoon 
This is the Life 
Indus try on Parade 
Movie 
Cartoon Carnival 
Playhouse 
Mama 
Liberace 
Twenti eth Century 
Face the Nation 
Lassie 
Evening 
Victory at Sea 
I Love Lucy 
Father Knows Best 
Burns and Allen 
Medi c 
December Bride 
You Asked For It 
If You Had a Mi llion 
Maverick 
Evening ( cont ' d) 
Steve Allen 
Ed Sullivan 
Damon Runyan 
The Lawman 
Chevy Show 
Colt . 45 
G . E.  Theatre 
Alfred Hitchcock 
Loretta Young Show 
Mike Hammer 
Meet McGraw 
What ' s  My Line 
Movie 
WEEKDAY AFTERNOONS 
Captain Puget 
American Bandstand 
Cisco Ki d 
Jungle Adventure 
Mickey Mouse Club 
Doug Edwards 
Twenty-six Men 
Bold Adventure 
Popeye 
Our Miss Brooks 
Brakeman Bi ll 
Huckleberry Hound 
MONDAY Evening 
News 
Death Valley Days 
Sheriff of Cochise  
Father Knows Best 
Millionaire 
Restless Gun 
Danny Thomas 
Wells Fargo 
Bold Journey 
Peter Gunn 
Voice of Firestone 
Desilu Playhouse 
Arthur Murray 
Patti Page 
Buccaneers 
Jack Parr Show 
TUESDAY Evening 
Air Power 
Life of Ri ley 
I Marri ed Joan 
Leave It to Beaver 
Medic  
Cheyenne 
Dragnet 
Whirlybirds 
TUESDAY Evening 
( cont ' d) 
Wyatt Earp 
Red Skelton 
Rifleman 
Naked City 
Alcoa Presents 
The Vise 
Wrestling 
WEDNESDAY Evening 
Roy Rogers 
Sir Lancelot 
Tugboat Anni e 
Li fe of Riley 
Mr . & Mrs . North 
Buttons 
Disney Presents 
Wagon Train 
Navy Log 
Track down 
Lawrence Welk 
Millionaire 
I ' ve Got a Secret 
Ozzie and Harri et 
Milton Berle 
U. s .  Steel Hour 
Bat Masterson 
Glen cannon 
Patti Page 
Jaclc Parr 
THURSDAY Evening 
Mackenzie ' s  Raiders 
Derringer 
Steve Canyon 
Zorro 
Zane Grey 
Highway Patrol 
Real McCoys 
Playhouse 90 
Wyatt  Earp 
Pat Boone 
Loretta Young 
Groucho Marx 
Movi e 
FRIDAY Evening 
Anni e Oakley 
NBC News 
Your Hit Parade 
Tournament Bowling 
Boxing 
Rawhide 
Rin Tin Tin 
Ell ery Queen 
Phil Silvers 
Sci ence Fi ction 
Man with a Camera 
Lineup 
77 Sunset Strip 
Person to Person 
Wells Fargo 
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SATURDAY 
Morning 
Cartoons 
Telaventure Tales 
World Around Us 
Robin Hood 
Afternoon 
Seattle Bandstand 
Movi e 
Zorro 
Cartoon Carnival 
Lone Ranger 
Evening 
Air Forc e Story 
26 Men 
Perry Mason 
People Are Funny 
Dick Clark Show 
Wanted 
Tennessee Ernie 
Have Gun , Will Travel 
Gale Storm 
Perry Como 
Gunsmoke 
Night Court 
Lawrence Welk 
Cimarron City 
Alfred Hitchcock 
Movie time 
Wrestling 
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FORCED CHOICE TEST 
Student ' s  Name 
���������� 
Directions : In each of the 18 s ets of descriptive state­
ments below , pick out for each pupi l that statement whi ch you 
feel fi ts the child most aptly . Mark through the letter of 
that description . Do not be concerned if the description does 
not apply exactly , and do not dwell too long upon your decision . 
Experi ence has shown that in most instances , the ratings can 
be  complet ed in about 4 minutes per child .  Just pick out the 
one statement in each s et which comes closest--the one which 
the child is  "most like . " 
When you are fini shed , there should be 18 marks for each 
pupil .  
1 .  A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
Sees the bright o r  funny side of t hings 
Likes to be praised 
Obedient 
Participates actively in school functions 
2 .  A .  Pitches in when things are t o  be  done 
B .  Requires corrections 
c .  Needs much extra help 
D. Respects rules 
3.  A. 
B .  
c .  
D .  
4 .  A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
I s  easily excited 
Dislikes criticism 
Works better when prais ed 
Popular , has many fri ends 
Talkative 
Is happy and easy to get  along with 
Is conscientious 
Will always manage to get along 
5 .  A .  Carries through an undertaking about as well as o thers 
of hi s age 
B .  Figures out things for himself 
C .  Requires encouragement and prais e  
D .  Omits optional assignments 
6 .  A .  Would answer truthfully if asked a question but would 
not volunteer any information harmful to  himself 
B .  Recognizes his own shortcomings 
c .  Shows emotions in a restrained way 
D .  Helps others who are having difficulty 
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7 .  A .  
B .  
c .  
Other children are eager to b e  near him or on his side 
Sensitive 
D .  
8 .  A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
9 .  A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
10 . A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
11 . A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
12 . A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
Enjoys jus t  being a part of the group wi thout taking 
the lead 
A scatt ered thinker 
Is easily irritated , flustered , or upset 
Talks about s elf , what he has don e ,  how he feels , etc . 
Has trouble g etting along 
Quiet 
Resentful 
Puts up a good front 
Gives up a habit  which annoys others when it is called 
to his attention 
A typical child  for his years 
Will work hard at a task only when he has chos en it  
himself 
Is easi ly upset 
Is more apt t o  give in t han continue a quarrel 
Rubs people the wrong way 
Does not seem to profit by experi ence 
Criticizes other people 
Is easi ly confused 
Qui et 
Other children regard thi s child  as a pest 
Is always thinking up alib is 
In group work , often insists that his way is better 
When something goes wrong , is  more apt to blame himself 
than the other fellow 
13 . A .  Never gives up regardless of how di ffi cult t he j ob 
B .  I s  self-confident 
C .  Resents it when people hurt his feelings 
D .  Repeats mistakes 
14 . A .  I s  rarely asked for hi s opinions b y  other students 
B .  Cons iders the welfare of his class , t eam , club , or 
school as his own personal int erest 
C .  Maintains a calm appearance and behavior even when 
emotionally disturbed 
D .  Lacks confidence in himself 
1 5 .  A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
E .  
F .  
1 6 .  A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
E .  
F .  
17 . A .  
B .  
c .  
D.  
E .  
F .  
18 . A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
E .  
F .  
Can become absorbed b y  his own interests 
Gets along well in school activities 
Is alert , interested 
Laughs at children who clown 
An active child 
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Can be  depended upon by an adult leader of a group to 
do his s hare 
Needs much prodding 
Expresses his annoyance when provoked 
Makes sensible , practical plans 
Is popular with all hi s classmates 
Pretty honest ,  on the whole , though he may o ccasionally 
"slip" 
Ass ertive 
Others come to him for help 
Reports those  who break the rules 
Sometimes disturbs others by laughing and talking , 
but stops at once when reminded 
Continually on the defensive 
Is forgetful 
Show-off , att ention-getter 
When assigned. work in school , does only part of i t  
Others cannot work with him 
Will not give in even when proven wrong 
Likes to daydream , but can bring himself back to 
reality when there is work to be done 
Is t ense or ill-at-ease when reciting 
Although he does not show enthusiasm for group activi ties , 
he cooperates when assigned a task 
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Girls Boys Entire 
{N=95} �N=lll} 
Sample 
(N=206} 
SECTION I 
1 .  Live in town 47 64 111 
Live in country 47 46 93 
2 .  Active in Organi zations 
(At least one ) 74 74 148 
Scouts 20 37 57 
4-H 23 17 40 
Rainbow 14 14 
Church Youth 52 38 90 
Hobby Club 3 3 
None of these 18 39 57 
Other than these l l 
3 .  Attend church or  
Sunday School 
Every week 66 63 129 
Once a month 10 20 30 
Once a year 3 17 20 
Never 6 11 17 
4 .  After-school intramurals 
Take active part 9 51 60 
Do not take active part 81  73  154 
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Girls Boys Entire 
Sample 
{N=95} {N=lll} {N=206} 
5 .  Recreational activities 
(At least one )  73 108 181 
Hunting 7 55 62 
Fishing 20 90 110 
Skiing 7 7 14 
Hiking 29 58 87 
Skating 39 26 65 
Bowling 28 29 57 
Hors eback riding 7 28 35 
None of these 16 7 23 
Other than these 26 32 58 
6 .  TV sets in your home 
None 11  12 23 
One 75 92 167 
Two 8 8 16 
More than two 
7 .  How often watch TV 
Regularly 52 76 128 
Occasionally 22 23 55 
Almost never 8 10 18 
SECTION II VIEWING PROFILE 
A .  Years watching TV 
B .  Favorite TV programs 
( See Table I )  
C .  TV traits and amount o f  
guidance received 
1 .  How much TV allowed 
to view 
M = 
a .  As much as desired 
after work is 
fini shed 
b .  As much as desi red ,  
at any time 
c .  Amount is definit ely 
limited 
d .  None of the above 
2 .  How much freedom to 
choose own programs 
a .  Watch only programs 
o thers choose for me 
b .  Only a few programs 
not allowed to watch 
(A  list of the pro­
hibited programs 
appears in Table IV ) 
c .  Choose own programs 
d .  None of the above 
Girls 
(N=95) 
3 . 41 
52 
8 
11  
14 
11 
11 
40 
21 
Boys 
(N=lll) 
4 . 35 
61 
14 
18 
11 
9 
16 
48 
25 
126 
Entire 
Sample 
(N=206) 
3 . 91 
113 
22 
29 
25 
20 
27 
88 
46 
127 
Girls Boys Entire 
Sample 
(N=95 ) (N=lll) (N=206) 
3 .  How decide what pro-
gram to view 
a .  Know program before 
it comes on 37 42 79 
b .  Watch what ever comes 
on regardless of 
what it  is  5 6 11 
c .  Consult a TV guide 
when b egin vi ewing 30 51 81 
d .  None of the above 4 3 7 
4 .  Basis o f  your program 
selections 
a .  Usually follow 
decisions of others 10 15 25 
b .  Choose programs feel 
are entertaining 57 66 123 
c .  Choose c ertain pro-
grams for more than 
entertainment 15 17 32 
d .  None of the above 2 5 7 
5 .  How much advice and help 
in choosing programs 
a .  Select own programs 
without help 28 54 82 
b .  With the help of 
others , plan a 
schedule of  viewing 19 16 35 
c .  Others discourage 
certain programs and 
encourage o thers 29 39 68 
d .  None o f  the above 7 5 12 
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Girls Boys Entire 
Sample 
(N=95) (N=lll) (N=206) 
6 .  Nothing on that you 
care for 
a .  Continue t o  watch 
after choosing a 
program which may 
not be  too bad 17 28 45 
b .  Watch whatever hap-
pens to come on 
regardless of  what 
it  may be  8 6 14 
c .  Discontinue watching 
TV 55 62 117 
d .  None of the above 8 9 17 
7 .  Conflict in vi ewing 
Never 5 9 14 
Seldom 43 66 109 
Quit e  often 25 23 48 
Very often 10 7 17 
